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New year, new challenges 
Is your business ready?

Technology, the global economy, 
politics, legislation, cyber security, 
risk, climate – all of these factors 
are forcing reappraisal of business 
processes, people and services. The 
finance and accounting function 
sits at the very centre of these 
transformative challenges, and how 
it adapts to them will be critical.

At ACCA, we have always looked 
ahead to anticipate change and 
understand its impact on business, 
finance and accountancy. Now we 

are starting to work in partnership 

with businesses around the world 

to support them in preparing for 

that change.

We have looked at 10 major drivers 

of change and asked members 

and employers to explore just how 

ready their businesses are to cope 

with them.

Use our interactive tool to assess 

your readiness for the challenges 

below:

• blockchain and its impact 
on audit

• the great AI takeover

• the new skills gap

• the rising importance of ethics

• China’s Belt & Road initiative

• the impending talent crisis

• coping with unmet  
training needs

• cross-border business and a 
global economy

2019 heralds another 12 months in which change will only accelerate. 
The speed of change and the impact it’s having on how businesses 
operate are increasing. 

www.accaglobal.com/readiness

Is your business ready?

www.accaglobal.com/readiness


Welcome
Looking ahead is key to the success of the finance function as professionals must 
be prepared to rise to the challenges and opportunities that 2019 will bring

Technology has particular resonance 

for the future of accountants in Africa 

and our feature on page 20 looks at why 

investment in accounting technology, 

though costly, can bring benefits for 

small practices. On page 30 we also learn 

how an infrastructure to support the shift 

to tech-based commerce is gradually 

taking shape in many African countries.

Our cover story this month (page 14) 

features Josephine Ossiya FCCA, CFO 

of Uganda’s Bujagali Energy, which 

operates the largest hydroelectric power 

station in the country. She explains 

the thinking behind the financial 

restructuring of this complex public-

private partnership.

And if you are looking at self-

improvement we have articles on 

reducing stress through mindfulness 

(page 42) and why communicating 

warmth could help improve trust in the 

profession (page 44).

Whatever your plans for 2019, I wish 

you a successful and rewarding year. AB

Jamil Ampomah, director – Africa, ACCA 

jamil.ampomah@accaglobal.com

The start of a new year often brings a 
sense of anticipation, a curiosity about 
what lies ahead in the coming months 
and how one might navigate the 
challenges – and opportunities – that 
arise, or even change oneself for the 
better. January frequently gets a bad 
rap, but it should be appreciated as a 
time of refreshed focus and renewed 
energy, both personal and professional.

In this month’s issue of AB Africa, we 

consider what 2019 will mean for our 

readers across the continent. On page 

25, our columnist Okey Umeano rounds 

up the prospects, which include pivotal 

elections that will shape the future in 

several countries, and, of course, the 

excitement of the Africa Cup of Nations. 

We continue our look ahead in our 

coverage of the World Congress of 

Accountants, held in November in 

Sydney, Australia. Trust, emotional 

intelligence, sustainability and 

technology were identified as key issues 

in the coming decade. Read more 

on pages 36, 38, 58 and 66, including 

articles on ACCA’s cutting edge 

research and exciting partnerships.

Our alliance with CA ANZ
More about ACCA’s alliance with Chartered 
Accountants ANZ: accaglobal.com/alliance

Leadership
President: Robert Stenhouse FCCA
Deputy president: Jenny Gu FCCA
Vice president: Mark Millar FCCA
Chief executive: Helen Brand OBE

Member services
ACCA office details, page 66 
ACCA Connect: +44 (141)582 2000
members@accaglobal.com
accaglobal.com/members

About ACCA
ACCA (the Association of Chartered 

Certified Accountants) is the global 

body for professional accountants. It 

offers business-relevant, first-choice 

qualifications to people of application, 

ability and ambition who seek a 

rewarding career in accountancy, finance 

and management. ACCA supports its 

208,000 members and 503,000 students 

in 179 countries. accaglobal.com

Accounting and Business
The leading monthly magazine for 

finance professionals, available in seven 

different versions: China, Ireland, Malaysia, 

Singapore, UK, Africa and International.

* Magazine contacts, page 66

* Available in app and pdf

* AB Direct: weekly news bulletin

AB is circulated to all members in print 

and digital formats. ISSN No: 1460-406X 

More at accaglobal.com/ab
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While Kenya’s avocado 
farmers saw exports to 
Europe almost triple 
between 2013 and 2017, 
consumers are being 
urged to boycott produce 
from Mexico’s Michoacan 
state, where the industry 
has been taken over by 
drugs cartels.

A proposal to create the 
world’s largest marine 
reserve in Antarctica was 
rejected at a meeting of 
the Commission for the 
Conservation of Antarctic 
Marine Living Resources 
in Tasmania, following 
objections from China, 
Russia and Norway.

A pearl and diamond 
pendant owned 
by French Queen 
Marie Antoinette has 
been sold for US$36m 
by Sotheby’s – a world 
record for a pearl. It was 
part of a collection sold 
by Italy’s royal Bourbon-
Parma house.

Italy’s Leaning Tower 
of Pisa continues to 
straighten up, with its 
tilt reduced by a further 
4cm since corrective 
work completed in 2001 
– at an initial cost to the 
state of €30m – cut the 
800-year-old building’s 
famous lean by 45cm.
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Out in force for World Congress
More than 5,000 professional accountants from around the 

world gathered for the World Congress of Accountants 

(WCOA) in Sydney, Australia, in November. Held every four 

years, the event looks at big issues facing the profession. This 

time around, topics included tech and the finance function, 

building public trust, sustainability and the next generation of 

professional accountants. ACCA also launched a major report, 

Emotional quotient in a digital age, looking at the increasing 

importance of emotional intelligence for accountants.

Speaking at the event, former secretary-general of the 

United Nations Ban Ki-moon called on accountants to unite 

to combat climate change. ‘Peace and justice can only be 

established when everybody’s activities are accountable and 

transparent,’ he said. ‘You are accountants. This word comes 

from “accountability”. So let’s work together to make this world 

better.’ Read more on WCOA on pages 36, 38, 58 and 66.

Ban Ki-moon called on 
accountants to unite to 
combat climate change.

News in brief
This edition’s stories and infographics from across the globe, as well as a look at the 
latest developments and issues affecting the profession

Standards alignment
Global reporting standards 

are to be better aligned 

under a two-year project 

funded by Bloomberg 

Philanthropies. The 

project brings together 

the Corporate Reporting 

Dialogue, the Climate 

Disclosure Standards Board, 

the Financial Accounting 

Standards Board, the 

International Accounting 

Standards Board, the Global 

Reporting Initiative, the 

International Organisation 

for Standardisation, and the 

Sustainability Accounting 

Standards Board, and 

is convened by the 

International Integrated 

Reporting Council. The 

project was co-launched at 

the Bloomberg Sustainable 

Business Summit in London 

and the World Congress of 

Accountants in Sydney.

BEPS clout revealed
The OECD (Organisation for 

Economic Co-operation and 

Development) has reported 

that its tax avoidance BEPS 

(Base Erosion and Profit 

Shifting) project is having a 

tangible impact on curbing 

harmful tax practices. Of 

the 53 preferential tax 

regimes assessed for the 

latest progress report from 

the Inclusive Framework on 

BEPS, 18 had delivered on 

commitments to amend tax 

practices, four had been 

designed or redesigned 

to meet the approved 

standard, 10 had made new 

commitments to change 

practices, 17 (including 

the US) had been brought 

into the review process, 

and four were outside the 

project’s scope.

IFAC’s new president 
In-Ki Joo of South Korea 

is the new president of 

the global accountancy 

body IFAC (International 

Federation of Accountants) 

and will serve until November 

2020. Joo is professor 

of accounting at Yonsei 

University School of Business 

in Seoul. Alan Johnson 

FCCA is IFAC’s new deputy 

president, having been 

non-executive director 

and chair of the audit and 

risk committee of the UK 

government’s Department for 

International Development 

and also CFO of Unilever’s 

global foods business. He 

chairs ACCA’s Accountants 

for Business Global Forum.

EU digitax blocked
Ireland, Finland, Sweden 

and the Czech Republic 

have publicly opposed 

the 3% digital services tax 

proposed by the European 

Commission. The 12 member 

states that support the 

proposal are now moving 

to implement similar taxes 

nationally. France had 

wanted the tax agreed at EU 

level by the end of 2018, with 

a clear implementation date. 

Irish finance minister Paschal 

Donohoe said: ‘What kind 

of reaction would this bring 

if this was a model that was 

imposed on us?’ The Irish 

government is concerned at 

the response to the tax from 

the US administration and 

leading US tech companies. 

Ricol honoured
René Ricol has been 

awarded the accountancy 

profession’s highest honour, 

the IFAC Global Leadership 
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South Africa sets minimum wage 
New legislation will require South African employers to pay 

staff a minimum wage of 20 South African rand (US$1.45) an 

hour. President Cyril Ramaphosa approved the law as part 

of government efforts to tackle low pay and wage inequality, 

although trade unions have protested that the rate is too low. 

The bill was approved by South Africa’s parliament in May, 

but only received the presidential signature in November. An 

implementation date had not been agreed as AB went to press.

Award in honour of Robert 

Sempier. Ricol joined the 

IFAC board in 1997 and was 

IFAC president from 2002 

to 2004. He was president 

of the Ordre des Experts-

Comptables from 1994 

to 1998 and president of 

the Compagnie Nationale 

des Commissaires aux 

Comptes from 1985 to 

1989. IFAC’s immediate past 

president Rachel Grimes 

said: ‘During his term as 

IFAC president, he was a 

passionate advocate for 

standard-setting in the 

public interest, initiating 

(with international regulators 

and standard-setters) 

enhancements that led to 

the current arrangements for 

setting international audit 

and ethics standards and 

helping to create the shared 

public-private model we 

recognise and still strongly 

support today.’ 

Ghosn charged
Carlos Ghosn has reportedly 

told a Japanese court that 

he did not underreport his 

executive remuneration by 

US$44m over the five years 

to 2015. Prosecutors have 

said they are investigating 

further allegations of 

income underreporting for 

the period between 2015 

and 2017. Ghosn has now 

been dismissed from the 

chairmanship of Nissan and 

Mitsubishi, at a time when 

he was proposing a full 

merger of the two Japanese 

carmakers with Renault, 

where he remained CEO and 

chairman as AB went to press.

deficient work in auditing 

the Mexican subsidiary of US 

company EZCorp, and for 

misrepresenting that work to 

the principal auditor, Deloitte 

US. Deloitte Canada was 

fined US$350,000 for failing 

to maintain independence 

over three consecutive audits 

of Canada-based Banro 

Corporation. Independence 

was impaired because the 

South African consultancy 

that issued technical reports 

for Banro was an affiliate of 

Deloitte Canada.

New KPMG SA CEO
KPMG South Africa has 

appointed Ignatius Sehoole, 

a former PwC joint deputy 

chief executive, as its new 

CEO, as it attempts to move 

on from its controversial 

Gupta audit work. Sehoole 

Deloitte Bangladesh
Deloitte has moved 

into Bangladesh with 

the acquisition of two 

firms – Nurul Faruk Hasan 

and Business Consulting 

Services – with a combined 

headcount of more than 100. 

Deloitte managing partner 

Nurul Haque said: ‘We are 

proud to join the Deloitte 

network, respected for its 

world-class professional 

service, innovation and 

ethics. With our deep 

industry expertise and 

commitment to quality, I 

am confident that Deloitte 

Bangladesh will deliver value 

to clients and grow the local 

talent pool.’

Deloitte under fire
Deloitte and Touche in the 

Middle East is being sued 

by investors in Lebanese 

Canadian Bank, which was 

closed by US authorities 

for money laundering for 

drugs cartels and proscribed 

groups, over its audit 

of the bank. Claimants 

(including international fund 

Nest Investments) argue 

that Deloitte should have 

been aware of the money 

laundering through its audit. 

Deloitte did not respond to 

a request for comment, but 

had previously told Business 
Insider that it ‘stood by the 

quality of its work’.

In a separate action, the US 

Public Company Accounting 

Oversight Board has 

sanctioned Deloitte Mexico 

and Deloitte Canada. Three 

Deloitte Mexico partners 

were barred and fined for 

takes up the role in May. 

KPMG also announced it 

is distributing the fees it 

earned from Gupta-related 

entities to civil society 

programmes for youth 

leadership, civic education, 

ethical leadership, business 

capacity building and the 

fight against corruption. 

However, KPMG SA has 

come in for more criticism 

from an official investigation 

into the collapse of its audit 

client VBS Mutual Bank.

KPMG suspended
Oman’s Capital Markets 

Authority (CMA) has 

suspended KPMG from 

conducting audits of listed 

entities for a year. The move 

follows a CMA investigation 

that concluded that 

KPMG audits failed to find 
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Data to drive reporting and value
Data needs to be used as a strategic asset to generate long-

term value and strengthen corporate reporting, argues a 

report from EY. It polled 1,000 CFOs and financial controllers 

on the challenges presented by corporate reporting. 

According to the report, many organisations are failing to 

exploit data use opportunities by not capturing information.

62% of respondents said that corporate 
reporting enjoys high levels of investor trust, 
with the figure rising to 83% for those who 
have their non-financial information audited.

49% of the finance leader respondents 
said they ‘spend more time gathering and 
processing data than they do in analysing it’.

72% said artificial intelligence (AI) will have a 
significant impact on the way financial data 
drives insight, and that AI will be the critical 
technology for the finance function in the future.

72% of all finance leader respondents said 
that AI experts will be critical to driving 
innovation in finance and reporting over the 
next two years.

73% said ‘our performance on non-financial key 
performance indicators (KPIs) has a significant 
impact on intangible assets’. 

accounting irregularities. 

The suspension does 

not affect existing audit 

engagements. KPMG said 

it was ‘co-operating with 

the CMA during the review 

of certain audits dated 

prior to 2015, and the firm 

is fully committed to co-

operating with the CMA to 

resolve these matters. Audit 

quality and compliance with 

professional standards is the 

highest priority in KPMG.’

‘No China debt trap’
China has denied that it is 

luring developing countries 

into a ‘debt trap’ through 

involvement in its Belt and 

Road initiative. Arguing 

that poorer countries 

building infrastructure with 

Chinese money would 

become dependent, US vice 

president Mike Pence said 

the US was a better partner. 

‘We don’t drown our partners 

in a sea of debt, we don’t 

coerce or compromise your 

independence,’ he declared. 

The Chinese foreign ministry 

responded: ‘No developing 

country will fall into debt 

difficulties because of co-

operation with China. On 

the contrary, co-operating 

with China helps these 

countries raise independent 

development capabilities 

and levels, and improves the 

lives of the local people.’

BHP Billiton settles
BHP has reached an 

agreement with the 

Australian Taxation Office 

to settle a transfer pricing 

dispute related to its 

marketing operations in 

Singapore. BHP settled 

without admitting tax 

avoidance conduct. The 

arrangement provides 

certainty in relation to 

future taxation treatment. 

The dispute related to the 

amount of Australian tax 

payable as a result of the 

sale of BHP’s Australian 

commodities division to 

BHP’s Singapore marketing 

business. BHP will pay 

A$529m (US$380m) in 

additional taxes for the 

income years 2003 to 2018. 

In addition, BHP Group 

will take full ownership of 

the Singapore marketing 

operation from July – it 

currently owns 58%.

Ryanair jet seized
A Ryanair plane has been 

impounded by France’s civil 

aviation authority, as part 

of a dispute over demands 

for repayment of what was 

deemed illegal state aid. 

The plane was seized at 

Bordeaux airport and its 

149 passengers forced to 

disembark, but was released 

when Ryanair made a 

payment of €525,000. The 

European Commission 

determined in 2014 that 

Ryanair must repay €868,000 

of what it concluded 

was illegal state aid from 

Angouleme Airport.

Amazon NY HQ
New York City has agreed 

tax breaks and incentives 

worth up to US$3.5bn to 

entice Amazon to locate its 

number two headquarters 

on Long Island. ‘This is a 

giant step on our path to 

building an economy in 

New York City that leaves 

no one behind,’ explained 

New York City mayor Bill 

de Blasio. However, other 

senior politicians criticised 

the offer of tax incentives 

in return for jobs. New York 

City Council speaker Corey 

Johnson complained about 

the lack of transparency 

and accountability in the 

negotiations. Amazon has 

indicated the move will 

create 20,000 jobs with an 

annual pay bill of US$3.75bn.

Samsung arm fined 
Samsung BioLogics 

‘intentionally violated 

accounting rules by changing 

the accounting treatment 

of its stake in Samsung 

Bioepis from book value to 

fair market value in 2015’, 

according to South Korea’s 

financial regulator. It fined 

the company eight billion 

Korean won (US$7m), 

advised it to sack its chief 

executive and referred 

the matter to prosecutors. 

Company shares have been 

suspended and may be 
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Most governments to move to accrual
Nearly two-thirds of governments will be using accrual-based 

accounting by 2023, according to the Chartered Institute 

of Public Finance and Accountancy and the International 

Federation of Accountants. The biggest shift will happen in 

Africa, Asia, Latin America and the Caribbean, where another 

48 countries are likely to join the 13 that have already switched. 

AccrualCash 
transitioning 
to accrual

Cash 

65%

17.5%

17.5%

Projected basis of government reporting by 2023

delisted. Company auditor 

Samjong KPMG has been 

fi ned 170 million Korean 

won, banned from auditing 

the company for fi ve years 

and ordered to suspend 

some audit staff. Deloitte 

Anjin is barred from auditing 

Samsung BioLogics for 

three years.

Class and corruption
Countries and regions with 

poor social mobility are 

more prone to corruption, 

or at least the perception 

of corruption, according 

to a report from ACCA. 

Societies in which members 

of infl uential families have 

the best chance of obtaining 

the top jobs in government 

have low social mobility 

and are more likely to be 

corrupt. ACCA’s report, 

Purpose and the profession: 
Social mobility and the 
public sector, sets out 

ways of promoting social 

mobility, with a focus on how 

the public sector and the 

accountancy profession can 

provide equal opportunity. 

Findings were based on a 

worldwide survey of more 

than 1,300 ACCA students 

and members working in 

the public sector. ACCA’s 

analysis also revealed there is 

a much higher level of social 

mobility in the public sector 

than in the private. 

Nordea accused 
Concerns about Russian 

criminal money being 

laundered through Danish 

banks have spread to 

Nordea Bank, in the wake 

and strategic risks. Banks in 

the Middle East and Africa 

were the most concerned 

about third-party outages 

and ransomware.

Jobless growth  
The high level of economic 

growth in Africa over the 

past decade has not resulted 

in improved sustainable 

economic opportunities 

on a consistent basis, 

according to the 2018 Africa 

Governance Index. While 

combined African GDP rose 

by 39.7% over the period, 

the index’s assessment 

of sustainable economy 

opportunity rose by a mere 

0.1 percentage point, to 44.8 

out of 100. The index found 

that economic growth had 

not led to a rise in jobs.

of the recent allegations 

against Danske Bank’s lack 

of proper controls. A Nordea 

spokesman said: ‘During 

the last years Nordea has 

signifi cantly strengthened 

its transaction monitoring 

capabilities through 

investment in technology, 

additional employees 

and more sophisticated 

assessment techniques. 

Regarding recent allegations, 

we are reviewing the 

documents that have been 

brought forward to the 

authorities by Hermitage 

Capital Management.’

Meanwhile, Denmark’s tax 

minister Karsten Lauritzen 

has asked the country’s 

fi nancial regulator to 

investigate whether Danske, 

Nordea and SEB have 

supplied all documentation 

relevant to an investigation 

into a possible dividend tax 

fraud of up to 12.7 billion 

Danish crowns (US$1.94bn), 

which does not directly 

concern the banks.

ME’s biggest worry
Middle East banks are 

particularly concerned about 

the changing regulatory 

environment, according 

to the latest global risk 

management survey from 

EY and the Institute of 

International Finance. New 

regulations were cited as 

the biggest worry by 86% 

of Middle East respondents 

– the highest registered 

in any region. Middle East 

banks also expressed 

anxiety about quantifying 

reputational, cybersecurity 

Africa tax-to-GDP up
Africa is showing strong 

progress in improving its tax 

take, according to a report 

from the OECD. Average 

tax-to-GDP ratios in Africa in 

2016 were 18.2%, compared 

with 13.1% in 2000. The 

latest edition of Revenue 
Statistics in Africa revealed 

that tax-to-GDP ratios 

varied widely across Africa, 

ranging from 7.6% in the 

Democratic Republic of the 

Congo to 29.4% in Tunisia. 

Six countries – Mauritius, 

Morocco, Senegal, South 

Africa, Togo and Tunisia – 

had tax-to-GDP ratios of 20% 

or above. The average fi gure 

for OECD member countries 

is 34.3%. AB

 

Paul Gosling, journalist
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CVi

2014
CFO, Bujagali Energy 

   

2012
CFO, ATC Ghana  

   

2008
Financial controller, Standard 

Chartered Bank Uganda; 

then FD, Eskom Uganda

  

2004
Corporate treasurer, then 

financial controller, Shell 

Uganda (now Vivo Energy) 

2001
Area auditor, Eastern Africa 

British American Tobacco 

1994
Internal auditor, National 

Water and Sewerage 

Corporation, Uganda; then 

internal auditor, National 

Social Security Fund, Uganda

Power player
Restructuring the finances of a massive hydro project and implementing controls to 
reassure the key players have been notable triumphs for Josephine Ossiya FCCA

Josephine Ossiya FCCA is a woman 
of power in more ways than one. As 
CFO of Bujagali Energy she has had 

to dig deep and draw on all the skills 
she acquired from her ACCA training. 
Bujagali Energy owns Uganda’s largest 
hydroelectric power station, at Jinja on 
the shores of Lake Victoria. The company 
is a special purpose vehicle for a complex 
public-private partnership set up in 2004 
to help close the growing power gap 
(which stood at 80MW when the project 
was in its planning phase) in a country 
where 97% of the population at that time 
lacked access to electricity.

As the only female CFO in the company’s 

history and one of just a handful of female 

CFOs in Uganda, over the years Ossiya 

has had to prove that women in finance in 

Africa mean business. 

Her career to date has been varied, 

spanning international borders as well as 

industries. In addition to roles in the energy 

sector, she has held positions in telecoms 

infrastructure, banking, fast-moving 

consumer goods and utility companies. 

It was the ACCA designation that gave 

her the grounding to move seamlessly 

between these industries. She says: ‘I chose 

the ACCA Qualification because it’s easily 

recognised across borders, and the training 

applies to all sectors.’ 

Costs and control
Ossiya’s professional training proved fundamental in 

changing the game for Bujagali Energy, which has faced 

major challenges around the high cost of the electricity 

that it generates. Crucially, that training gave her the skills 

to participate in the restructuring of the company’s debt, 

which was one of the strategies taken to reduce costs, and to 

implement a set of new strategies, processes and procedures 

to ensure compliance and control. 

In 2016, there was growing public 

concern about the high cost of power in 

Uganda: industrial customers felt the price 

charged was prohibitive and discouraged 

economic growth. In the end, the Ugandan 

Manufacturers Association (UMA) appealed 

to the country’s president Yoweri Museveni, 

who promised a phased reduction in tariffs 

(user rates).

Ossiya agrees that the lack of government 

subsidy for electricity prices has affected 

the level of industrialisation in the country 

and the progress of rural electrification. 

‘Electricity lines have been run, but people 

were not connecting to them because they 

found the connection and cost of electricity 

too high,’ she explains. The electricity tariffs 

are determined by the Electricity Regulatory 

Authority in consultation with the Uganda 

Electricity Transmission Company. ‘They 

have to be cost-reflective but as such they 

are not necessarily affordable to all,’ Ossiya 

points out.

Capital recovery for investments made 

in the sector plus other operational costs 

have to be factored into the tariffs charged. 

Along with the lack of subsidies, that 

pushes the tariffs up. 

To understand the complexity of the issue 

for Bujagali Energy, you have to appreciate 

the financial architecture that underpins the 

the company. ‘Bujagali Energy is a public-private partnership 

with the government, which has itself invested US$20m in the 

power generating plant,’ Ossiya explains. ‘The government 

also plays a significant role by providing sovereign guarantees 

for financing for the project. During the hours of peak 

consumption, Bujagali Energy contributes approximately 48% 

of energy to the grid, so its costs make up a large portion of 

the final price charged to consumers.’ 

The tariff the company charges the government for 

electricity depends on a mix of components, such as the 

operation and maintenance of the hydroelectric plant as well 
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Basicsi

i Tips

Bujagali Energy (BEL) is a special purpose company with a 

complex ownership that includes investors led by Norwegian 

government agencies, the UK’s CDC Group, the Aga Khan 

Fund for Economic Development and Jubilee Holdings, 

based in Nairobi, Kenya. BEL has a mandate to build, own 

and operate the 250MW Bujagali hydroelectric power plant 

(valued at cost at US$902m), which it will transfer to the 

government after 30 years (in 2042).

* ‘Accountants need to pay attention to the detail of 

transactions, and be ready to dig down and investigate. 

At the end of the day when you provide any assurance 

you have to be sure that the transaction was authentic.’

* ‘Be forward thinking in terms of supporting your CEO 

and giving the right information, so he or she can make 

the right decisions.’ 

* ‘Get into all areas of management and strategy, and be 

sure you’re abreast of new technologies. Get your hands 

dirty when it comes to analysis and forecasting. Think 

about where you want to take your company, and put in 

the controls necessary to mitigate the risks.’

* ‘To be a CFO you have to have a very high level of 

resilience and, above all, to be fearless. If you think the 

deal isn’t good, you need to say so. After all, if anything 

goes wrong, the first person the chief executive will go 

to for answers is the CFO.’ 

as loan principal and interest repayments and other charges 

related to the project’s financing. ‘My company’s role is to 

ensure that the plant is available to generate power whenever 

required; as such, payment to the company is not based 

on energy actually delivered to the grid, but on the plant’s 

availability to generate power,’ Ossiya explains. 

In a bid to address the UMA’s concerns, the government, 

together with Bujagali Energy, explored options for bringing 

the rates down. Together they concluded that the best option 

was to restructure Bujagali Energy’s debt. The debt was 

originally scheduled to be fully repaid by 2023, but in July 2018, 

after months of negotiation, the repayment term was extended 

to 2032. This significantly reduced the monthly principal 

repayment, which in turn cut the monthly pass-through costs to 

the government, and ultimately led to price reductions.

‘Now our hope is that demand from companies and local 

communities will rise and they will connect to the grid, which 

will be a huge boost for our economy,’ Ossiya says.

Compliance and communication
The second challenge facing Ossiya was to ensure that all the 

information and control needs of the company were being 

met, particularly as they related to the financial stakeholders 

in the public-private partnership. At the start of her tenure as 

CFO in 2014, she began to implement robust internal control 

systems based on her broad understanding of the public-

private partnership concession arrangements, and the needs 

of the key actors involved in managing the Jinja power plant. 

She implemented and developed an Excel-based 

requirements and compliance tracker. The aim was to improve 

the coherence between the major players – the government, 

the regulators, the Uganda Electricity Transmission Company, 

shareholders and finance providers. The lenders include 

the development finance institutions African Development 

bank (AfDB), International Finance Corporation (IFC), 

Kreditanstalt für Wiederaufbau (KfW), Nederlandse 

Financierings-Maatschappij voor Ontwikkelingslanden (FMO), 

Commonwealth Development Corporation (CDC), and two 

commercial banks (Absa and Nedbank). 

‘The complexity around controls and communication with 

key stakeholders was huge,’ says Ossiya. Implementing new 

controls required a strategic change management plan that 

could be sold to both the executive and Ossiya’s own staff. 

‘Often, people think you’re making more work for everyone, 

when you’re really just trying to simplify the process and make 

it more efficient,’ she says.

As with any new initiative, training and building new skills 

were key. ‘Once my people understood how the new system 

worked, they began to appreciate it and eventually run with 

it. As for the executive,’ she adds, ‘it’s my job as CFO to 

demonstrate the cost benefit of any project, even where the 

benefits might not be quantifiable. Once you can do that, you 

start getting people to relax. The key thing was to understand 

their needs and be all-inclusive.’

Ultimately, she was able to harmonise the reporting to meet 

all the requirements of the board, and Bujagali Energy is now 

able to achieve near-100% compliance with regulatory and 

investor requirements. 

Ossiya’s main objective now is to ensure the finances of the 

company are properly managed and the supply chain closely 

monitored so that Bujagali Energy can meet the demands of a 
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And as if all that weren’t enough, Ossiya is not only a 

member of the boards of the Bank of Uganda, Britam Insurance 

Uganda, Britam Asset Managers Uganda and Britam General 

Insurance Kenya, but also a partner in accountancy firm Rona 

& Partners and the owner of rice and turmeric processing 

business Mychere. By embracing finance and farming, she is 

helping build one of Uganda’s most modern industries while 

keeping her feet firmly planted in one of its oldest. AB

Ramona Dzinkowski is a Canadian economist and president of 

RND Research Group.

growing economy. With the company’s debt load and controls 

in hand, she has turned her attention to more bread and 

butter responsibilities. She explains: ‘As the finance person, 

supply and logistics fall under my remit, so I have to make 

sure that all the spare parts are in place, that there are funds 

for labour and consultants, and that all the necessary permits 

are up to date. I have to make sure we’re collecting revenue 

on time, paying our suppliers on time, and of course anything 

related to working capital management. As CFO, keeping 

things running smoothly and ensuring the plant can produce 

at maximum capacity is always top of my mind.’ 

‘Now our hope is 
that companies 

and communities 
will connect to the 
grid, which will be 

a huge boost for 
our economy’
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Box headline
Voluptas eum, ipis mincte ped quis 

accullorest, sintecta velest labor rereiciis 

quos dollautetur? Qui nam, volor 

sunt adi berit vene pro quae commos 

quaspit, si omni lorem ipsum.

Boxout crosshead: doluptur, sequamust 

magni bera coribusdam et re nobist la 

dolore con re volorer spercit autem as 

rerum volut volorun.

Boxout crosshead: moditat urehend 

isciae. Gitae magnima ximporr 

undenimilit prem culpa dolore prae 

estrum rerem aborrup turiantion culpa 

doluptus lorem ipsum dolor sit amet.

Box headline
Voluptas eum, ipis mincte ped quis 

accullorest, sintecta velest labor rereiciis 

quos dollautetur? Qui nam, volor 

sunt adi berit vene pro quae commos 

quaspit, si omnoditat urehend isciae. 

Gitae magnima ximporr undenimilit 

prem culpa dolore prae estrum rerem 

aborrup turiantion culpa doluptus.

Ur, nihitiis mollaut rerum atum, core 

saerae cus aut que pos ex exerepe 

rroviducias es venet odit, simporum 

dolo el eaquidis corro blatios qui 

volupta quique dit estemperum 

doluptas et, vollam re que sus eum hit 

aut occusaecus essi omnihiciis et lorem 

ipsum dolor sit amet nunc.

The view from
Gloria Boye-Doku ACCA, senior manager, Deloitte, 
Accra, Ghana, and devoted fashionista

abreast with changes in 

legislation locally and 

internationally. It is exciting 

working for clients across 

various industries and with 

diverse teams. 

The technology-driven 
fourth industrial revolution has caused 
disruptive changes to business models 
and will continue to. It will profoundly 

impact the business landscape, including 

tax services, over the coming years. 

Most mundane tax compliance work 

will be automated. The way forward will 

be for accountants to become business 

advisers and specialise in providing value 

added services that artificial intelligence 

and robotics will not be able to.

 
The ACCA Qualification has empowered 
me, furnishing me with analytical skills 
and the insight to find solutions to 
problems. Deloitte is an ACCA approved 

employer and I have benefited from 

its well-structured CPD system, which 

includes classroom training, online 

courses, milestone capacity development 

and weekly open technical sessions. 

My biggest career achievement so 
far is starting Deloitte’s immigration 
service line in Ghana, with the support 
of the tax partner. It helps individuals 

and businesses ensure they are 

compliant with their immigration and 

tax obligations. 

I still love fashion and cooking, and 
enjoy reading too. To relax outside 

work I like to spend time with family and 

friends, often watching a movie. AB

Although I 
threatened not to 

go through with 
the training, the 

ACCA Qualification 
has been one of the 
best gifts my father 

has given me

I stumbled upon the 
accountancy profession in 
late 2003, two years after 
completing senior high 
school. Growing up I was 

a dedicated follower of 

fashion. I also loved cooking 

and decided to study 

catering in senior high school. I was 

excited about my ambitions in this field. 

My father had a totally different 
educational plan for me, however. 
His own background was in ICSA (the 

Institute of Chartered Secretaries and 

Administrators), and he persuaded 

me to start the ACCA programme. 

Although I hesitated and even 

threatened not to go through with it, I 

can say now that the ACCA Qualification 

has been one of the best gifts my father 

has given me.

Now I am a senior manager with 
Deloitte in Ghana’s capital, Accra. I 
have spent much of my career to date 

in the tax sphere. Tax is very dynamic 

and requires a lot of research to keep 
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28% 
of SMPs plan to 
allocate more 
than 10% of 
practice revenue 
over the next year to 
technology investment.
Source: IFAC

Weinberger steps down
EY’s global chief executive and chairman 

Mark Weinberger is to step down 

from July. He has been in the role 

since 2012 and has been a member of 

the EY Global Executive for 10 years. 

Weinberger said: ‘When I reflected on 

the massive changes we have navigated 

over the last seven years and the strong 

position we command to enable EY to 

excel in the years ahead, I realised that 

the time is right for me to step aside.’ In 

other news, EY has merged its Asia-

Pacific and Japan operations, creating a 

division with revenues of US$5.3bn and 

covering 23 countries.

Auditors suspended 
Cynthia Holder, a former executive 

director of KPMG in the US and a former 

Public Company Accounting Oversight 

Board inspections leader, has been 

convicted of defrauding PCAOB and the 

Securities and Exchange Commission. 

She pleaded guilty to participating in 

a scheme to use information obtained 

from the PCAOB to enable KPMG to 

improve its performance in PCAOB 

inspections. Holder is to be sentenced 

in April. A trial against her four co-

defendants is scheduled to begin in 

February. KPMG did not respond to a 

request for comment.
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Pooling tech resources
In Nigeria, one solution being put forward is to bring together large numbers of 

accountants and clients into ‘ecosystems’ to share technology costs. ‘We need a 

single accounting software program that solves the problems of numerous clients 

pooled into one bloc,’ says Karigo’s Chris Oyeniyi. ‘This business model that is 

being conceptualised in Nigeria would work like the Uber app – a broker who brings 

service provider and consumer together.’

Invest or perish
Buying into accounting technology is a major challenge for small and medium-sized 
firms in Nigeria, but those who don’t will miss out on increasingly must-have benefits

Karigo Logistics and Global Services, 

appreciates the problem. ‘Cost is a 

hindrance to the accountant and the 

client,’ he says. ‘To build any form of 

technology that you own yourself is 

expensive in Nigeria, which discourages 

SMPs just starting up in business and 

paying staff monthly. 

‘A lot of these people have brilliant 

ideas on what to do with technology 

but when they factor it into their startup 

costs, they get put off. For instance, you 

may need to invest US$5,000 to build a 

simple mobile accounting application 

to support your business, and after 

that you would also have to invest in 

upgrading it. For many SMPs, raising 

this capital would be a Herculean task.’

Spending to save 
However, Isibor thinks that both SMPs 

and their clients need educating about 

the cost. ‘It is totally wrong to assume 

that investment in technology will lead 

to increase in cost, because cost is a 

relative term,’ he says. ‘There might be 

an initial addition to cost at the outset, 

From her Lagos office, Olufunmilola 
Sokenu, co-owner of Olufela Sokenu 
& Associates, contemplates a stack of 
files on her desk. The dentist-turned-
accountant runs one of the city’s many 
emerging small to medium-sized 
accountancy practices (SMPs). For 
her, the manual approach her clients 
take to the audit process can be a real 
source of frustration. ‘I wish I could 
process these files electronically, or at 
least with the aid of the simplest form 
of accounting software,’ she says. ‘It 
would save so much time.’

The contrast between the level 

of adoption of technology by SMPs 

and that of the tech-enabled, larger 

accountancy firms is striking. Thomas 

Isibor, head of ACCA Nigeria, identifies 

two reasons for this. ‘First, SMPs face 

objections from their clients, who don’t 

accept the need for these technologies 

and are not prepared to pay more for 

them,’ he explains. ‘Second, small firms 

are not part of global networks dealing 

with multinational companies or big 

government agencies, so they don’t 

have the same need to comply with 

global standards on IT applications.

‘Most small and medium-sized 

businesses use SMP services because 

they need to submit audited accounts 

‘Low tech 
awareness means 

businesses 
perceive 

investment 
in accounting 

software as 
a luxury’

or need a bank loan, and they don’t 

want to pay any more than they have to.’

Sokenu agrees. ‘The majority of the 

clients we deal with won’t part with an 

extra dime to enable us to invest in the 

IT to help us do our job,’ she says. ‘They 

are only interested in using our services 

to fulfil their statutory requirements. 

Why should I invest in new technology 

for a client who is not willing to pay for 

it? I am a business, not a charity.’ 

Cost cocktail
SMPs such as Sokenu’s firm don’t just 

feel frustrated about the unwillingness 

of clients to pay for the extra cost 

of technology; they also suffer from 

Nigeria’s exorbitantly priced and 

unreliable electricity supply – diesel 

generators are often needed for backup 

– and poor internet connectivity. On top 

of this, data is very expensive. All these 

costs soon add up.

Sokenu’s stance reflects the frustration 

that hundreds of Nigerian SMPs 

feel about deploying technology to 

boost their practices. Many have yet 

to embrace digital innovations such 

as video conferencing and cloud 

computing let alone more advanced 

forms of business process automation. 

Chris Oyeniyi ACCA, CEO of 
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More information

See IFAC’s global SMP survey, which 
explores attitudes to technology, at 
bit.ly/IFAC-SMP-2018 

Isibor is keen to push the benefits of 

technology. ‘Business software can allow 

for more collaboration and increase the 

opportunities for partnerships across 

the profession,’ he says. ‘Many firms and 

their clients will want to expand, and to 

do this they may need to collaborate 

internationally. You don’t need to travel 

do this; technology such as video 

conferencing is available. It’s time for 

SMPs to realise these advantages, 

embrace the tech and invest in it.’ 

However, Oyeniyi points to a 

resistance to change. ‘The average 

Nigerian small-scale practitioner will tell 

you he or she doesn’t need to spend 

extra money on technology to do the 

accounting or auditing, insisting they 

are an expert in bookkeeping and can 

work effectively with manual records,’ 

he says. There is, though, no long-term 

future in this mentality. 

A failure to deploy software will be 

detrimental to a practice and its clients. 

Oyenyi says: ‘So a firm springs up today 

especially to overheads, but because 

a business is a going concern, in time 

the initial investment in technological 

applications will pay off, and this can 

even lead to a reduction in the cost of 

business. The reality remains that it is 

more cost-effective and time-saving to 

employ technology in accounting or 

auditing than to do things manually.’ 

Ronke Adebule, ACCA Nigeria’s 

business development manager for 

Lagos and West, has been working 

to improve technology adoption 

by Nigeria’s SMPs. She agrees that 

businesses and practitioners need 

educating. ‘My impression in working 

with SMPs in Nigeria is that there is 

a lack of awareness and information 

about the benefits of accounting 

software. There is a fear that technology 

will replace them. So with this low 

awareness, businesses are focusing on 

developing their clients and improving 

their profit margins. They perceive 

investment in technology as a luxury.’

and does very well, but in three years 

it goes bust because it is not selling at 

the right price, is not keeping overheads 

under control nor using the right 

technology to bring accurate information 

in real time to its clients. 

‘The client in turn suffers and may 

fail because the accountant hasn’t 

explained – or doesn’t appreciate him/

herself – the benefits of being able 

to compare sales on a daily or weekly 

basis, for example.’

Initiatives to address the cost question 

are emerging (see box opposite). With 

that barrier falling, the benefit will be 

increasingly evident to Nigeria’s SMPs 

and small business community alike. AB

Louis Ibah, journalist based in Lagos, 

Nigeria   
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MoU supports SMP development
ACCA and DFK International signed a memorandum of understanding (MoU) last 

year to help build on the potential of SMP networks. Helen Brand, ACCA chief 

executive, said at the time: ‘By partnering with DFK our respective memberships can 

benefit from being a part of a truly global network with local expertise.’

Emma Tran, DFK International’s quality and business support manager, says the 

partnership is a commitment from both parties ‘to organise joint events and co-

operate across global markets on initiatives that will help attract accounting and 

finance talent’.

Part of the strength of a network is its ability to provide members with better 

insights into global development trends. ‘With this MOU our members will have the 

opportunity to access ACCA’s global network and research insights to develop talent 

needed to lead their evolving businesses,’ says Tran. 

The right connections
Accounting networks and associations can offer advantages that big firms can’t, and 
DFK International is seeking to expand its reach in order to better serve its clients

clients with the individual attention 

they need to help them develop their 

full potential.’

Maintaining independence
DFK International has 220 firms in 

its association in 93 countries. Each 

member is a separate legal, financial 

and administrative entity, practising 

under the laws in the country where it 

is based. ‘Being part of an international 

association allows member firms to 

benefit from global expertise and 

resources whilst maintaining their 

independence,’ says Tran.

Small and medium-sized accountancy 
practices (SMPs) have a global 
reputation as leaders in the delivery 
of professional advice. ACCA 
research, Growing globally: How 
SMPs can unlock international 
ambitions, has shown that they are 
uniquely positioned to deliver support 
to clients seeking to expand into 
international markets. 

But SMPs can’t be in every 

territory. And that is why firms join 

networks: to provide knowledge, 

support and expertise across borders. 

These networks are a considerable 

presence, with the top seven having 

total fee income of US$17.5bn in 2017.

With increasing emphasis on global 

trade and cooperation (such as the Belt 

and Road initiative), networks are set to 

play a more important role than ever. 

But that will only happen if networks 

work well, with clear structures, and are 

prepared to compete robustly. 

Global association DFK International 

is seeking potential association 

members in an effort to 

address this market need. Emma 

Tran FCCA, quality and business 

support manager at DFK International, 

says: ‘Our network is a great 

alternative to the large international 

firms because we have access to 

a pool of global specialists whilst 

still being small enough to provide 
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approach strong, independent firms 

that can provide these,’ Tran says. The 

association is particularly interested in 

expanding its presence in sub-Saharan 

Africa and Central Asia.

In assessing the suitability of potential 

member firms, DFK International 

considers structure, activities and 

approaches to issues including 

independence, ethics, regulation and 

succession. If the candidate firm passes 

the initial assessment, a member of the 

association’s standards review panel 

carries out an onsite pre-admittance 

check, and submits its findings to 

What makes these associations 

attractive to clients, Tran argues, is that 

the firms are all independent owner-

managed businesses, so the partners 

understand the pressures. While the 

firms, partners and staff are working 

daily with clients, the network is in 

the background providing services to 

members firms to support their practices 

in the fields of accounting, auditing, tax 

and management advisory services.

DFK International’s strategy is to 

focus on quality before numbers. ‘Our 

approach is to identify markets where 

clients are seeking services and to then 

‘We have access 
to a pool of global 
specialists whilst 

still being small 
enough to provide 

clients with the 
individual attention 

they need’ 

its regional and 

international boards for 

final approval. 

In 2018 DFK 

International joined 

forces with fellow 

association AGN 

International to create 

Global Connect, an 

initiative aimed at widening 

the resources available to 

members in areas where 

it does not have a physical presence. 

‘This allows us to expand our global 

connections with professionals, experts 

and referral sources while focusing on 

making sure our members get the right 

solutions for their firm and their clients,’ 

says Tran. AB

Peter Williams, journalist
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Borrower beware
Concessionary loans from China provide much of the precious infrastructure fuel that 
is driving Africa’s economic growth, but issues are emerging, says Alnoor Amlani

ambitious plans for a digital Silk Road. 

Chinese investment has alreadly 

financed a US$4bn railway connecting 

landlocked Ethiopia with the port 

of Djibouti, where the first phase is 

under way of a US$3.5bn project to 

create Africa’s largest free-trade zone. 

In Zambia it is financing a US$548m 

cement plant, and in Kenya it has 

funded the largest infrastructure project 

since independence – a US$3.2bn 

railway between Nairobi and the Indian 

Ocean port of Mombasa. 

As interactions grow, the potential for 

a long-term Africa-Asia relationship is 

being felt. However, China’s apparent 

lack of due diligence on funding and 

project design presents a risk that 

investments that cannot be paid off will 

have to be handed over to China. Last 

year US senators expressed concern that 

China is set to take over the strategic 

port of Djibouti. And a recent report by 

ratings agency Moody’s highlights the 

heavy indebtedness of Zambia (US$5bn), 

Angola, Congo and Kenya to the 

Chinese. The Asian giant’s influence in 

Africa is likely to remain significant, but it 

seems clear that economic development 

driven by China’s infrastructure 

investments comes at a price. 

The maxim of ‘buyer beware’ applies 

here. Accountants, bankers, lawyers 

and other professionals in Africa need 

to raise their standards of analysis, 

negotiation and interaction to protect 

their people, prospects and national 

assets – and maintain a relationship that 

does not place the continent in peril. AB

Alnoor Amlani FCCA is a director with 

the CFOO Centre in Nairobi, Kenya.

The Africa Rising narrative, as it has 
come to be known by some sceptics, 
has its basis in the impressive average 
growth rates in Africa’s GDP over the 
10 or so years to 2015. From 3.1% in 
2015, though, growth fell to a low of 
1.7% in 2016, but moved back up to 
3.0% in 2017 and now stands at 3.5% 
– higher than the 3.0% global average. 
According to the UN’s Department of 
Economic and Social Affairs’ 2018 World 
Economic Situation and Prospects 
report last April, the continent’s growth 
rate is expected to hit 3.7% in 2019.

It’s a welcome improvement, however 

this rate is only marginally higher than 

the current estimated population growth 

across the continent of 2.5%. For most 

Africans, life has barely changed. The 

World Bank’s Poverty in a Rising Africa 
report sums it up succinctly: ‘While 

poverty in Africa has declined, the 

number of poor has increased.’

At the other end of the scale is China, 

where GDP growth has averaged an 

astonishing 10% year on year between 

1975 and 2015 – 30 consecutive years. 

Today GDP per capita in China stands 

at more than US$7,000 (compared 

with US$1,550 for Africa). During this 

period China has lifted more than 

800 million people out of poverty, an 

unprecedented feat in global history. 

With China’s help, Africa may be 

able to reverse the rising trend in the 

numbers of poor people. Already 

infrastructure projects such as 

roads, railways and ports have been 

developed with China’s support. The 

Belt and Road initiative is part of 

China’s global strategy, and will link to 

Africa via the Maritime Silk Road and 

It seems clear 
that economic 
development 

driven by China’s 
infrastructure 

investments comes 
at a price
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Many view 
Nigeria’s upcoming 

presidential 
election as a battle 

for the soul of 
Africa’s largest 

economy

A peep into the future
There are challenges ahead for Africa in 2019, but with a new year comes new hope – 
and the exciting prospect of the African Cup of Nations, says Okey Umeano

Presidential and general elections 

will also be held in as many as 11 other 

nations across Africa. The results will 

help shape the future of our dear 

continent in the next few years. 

In South Africa it’s not only elections 

that are at stake. In November, the Joint 

Constitutional Review Committee ruled 

that the country’s constitution could be 

amended to allow land expropriation 

without compensation. Action is 

expected on this issue in 2019, and the 

rainbow nation must take care to get 

it right. Otherwise, we could well have 

another Zimbabwe on our hands.

Around the globe, the environment 

will remain a key concern. 2018 saw 

earthquakes, hurricanes and wildfires. It is 

time for humanity to take Mother Nature 

more seriously. Could 2019 be the year 

we begin to change our ways? I doubt it.                     

On a brighter note, the Africa Cup of 

Nations kicks off in late July. This time 

round, the tournament will have a 24-

team format and will be played during 

the summer, allowing more African 

players who ply their trade in Europe 

and elsewhere to take part. Better still, 

the tournament will not compete for 

viewers with Europe’s football leagues 

as has previously been the case. 

I will be rooting for Nigeria, of course, 

even though I don’t know if the Super 

Eagles have what it takes to win. But 

the tournament will without doubt be 

a profitable fixture for businesses in 

broadcasting, logistics and hospitality – 

and an alluring prospect for us fans! AB

Okey Umeano FCCA is head of risk 

management at Nigeria’s Securities and 

Exchange Commission.

More or less in step with the global 
economy, the economy of sub-Saharan 
Africa is forecast to grow by 3.8% 
in 2019 – an increase driven by an 
expected rise in commodity prices and 
brighter days for Nigeria’s economy, 
where growth of 2.3% is projected. 

According to the IMF’s October 

2018 World Economic Outlook, the 

prospects are also positive for Angola, 

which is expected to recover sharply 

from its slowdown in 2018 to a robust 

3.1% growth this year. Meanwhile 

South Africa’s economy is expected to 

remain moderately positive – despite 

undeniable challenges looming. 

A fair few elections are in prospect 

too, not least in the continent’s two 

largest economies. 

In South Africa, the African 

National Congress (ANC) will battle 

to maintain its dominance in the 

country’s parliament and hold onto 

the presidency. This will be a tough 

battle as the ANC goes up against the 

Democratic Alliance, the Economic 

Freedom Fighters and the ghosts of 

corruption and influence-peddling of 

the Zuma era. I believe the ANC will 

retain the presidency, but not without 

some form of coalition in parliament.

In Nigeria, the incumbent, 

Muhammadu Buhari, will contest the 

presidential election against candidates 

who include a former vice president, 

Atiku Abubakar. A keen contest is 

expected, with the outcome too close 

to call in my view. As ever in Nigerian 

elections, tackling corruption is at 

the centre of debates. Indeed, many 

view this as a battle for the soul of 

Africa’s largest economy. 
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ACCA in Russia
My first formal engagement as president was to attend a member celebration in 

Moscow. It was fantastic to meet the members, key employers and stakeholders, 

and to support employers as our member numbers approach 3,000 in Russia. 

Lead by example
More than ever, finance professionals have a huge responsibility to help keep 
global economies on track, says new ACCA president Robert Stenhouse

ACCA remains fit for the future and 

continues to deliver outstanding value 

to members in rapidly changing times. 

All over the world, as our members 

develop and apply the skills and 

competencies they need to respond 

to the challenges and opportunities 

ahead, they continue to enhance their 

reputation and influence, and with it 

the reputation and influence of ACCA. 

In doing so, members make a tangible, 

positive difference to the organisations 

they work in, the people they work with 

and the economies they are part of.

With this increasing influence comes 

responsibility. As finance professionals 

we all have a huge responsibility to 

help global economies stay on track, 

and to ensure sustainable development 

is prioritised over short-termism. We 

need to set the ethical tone, challenge 

the way wealth is created, and lead by 

example by holding ourselves to the 

highest level of professional standards. 

I look forward to meeting as many 

of you as possible over the next 12 

months. There are exciting times ahead; 

together we can achieve some great 

things for the communities in which we 

live, as we develop the accountancy 

profession the world needs. AB

Robert Stenhouse is a director, national 

accounting and audit, at Deloitte in 

the UK. 

It was a huge honour, at the end of 
2018, to be appointed president of 
ACCA, and it’s a real pleasure to be 
writing my first column for you all. 

Over the next 12 months, I hope to 

be able to share with you some of my 

experiences and thoughts during what 

promises to be both an interesting and 

exciting year for me, ACCA and the 

accountancy profession as a whole.

In 2016, ACCA identified four 

drivers of change for the accountancy 

profession: increased regulation, 

digital technologies, globalisation and 

expanding public expectations. As 

we start 2019, these change drivers 

now have so much momentum that 

any business that believes they are 

immune from their impact should be 

considered reckless with regards to their 

own survival. 

This year, ACCA will not only be 

supporting members in dealing 

with these challenges; we’ll also be 

refreshing our strategy to 2025 to ensure 
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The view from
Ernest Boakye-Yiadom FCCA, deputy manager, internal 
audit, Bank of Ghana, Accra, and challenge addict

and my department reports 

directly to the board of 

directors through the 

audit committee.

Technology is having 
a major impact on the 
profession. It enables more 

transactions to be processed than 

in a manual environment, leading to 

efficiencies and swifter processing and 

reporting. But software can only be as 

effective as its setup and the ease with 

which staff are able to make use of 

its capabilities.

The ACCA Qualification has been 
extremely beneficial to my career. 
During my postgraduate studies at 

Robert Gordon University in Aberdeen, 

Scotland, for instance, it allowed me 

to work as a lecturer in personal and 

business finance. Because of my ACCA 

certification, I am well respected by 

colleagues and my opinion is widely 

sought on technical matters both within 

and outside the work environment.

Here in Accra, I attend CPD seminars 
organised by ACCA Ghana. My 

employer also provides training, 

CPD and a forum for all professional 

accountants at the bank.

My biggest career achievement so far 
has been working with two of the Big 
Four accountancy firms (PwC and EY) 
and with the central bank of Ghana.
During my leisure hours I enjoy watching 

soccer, especially Liverpool FC and 

Ghana’s Black Stars, and spending time 

with my family. AB

What I enjoy most 
about my job is 
the opportunity 

to deal with 
people in different 
departments and 
add value to the 

work they do

I have always been a 
competitive person who 
loves to master new things 
that others consider 
difficult. When I got into 

business school back in 2002 

the accounting option was 

one of the most challenging. 

I thought if I could succeed at it, it 

would give me leverage to take up more 

challenging roles. So I started my ACCA 

journey, which has been highly fulfilling.

As deputy manager in the internal audit 
department of Ghana’s central bank, 
I am primarily involved in risk-based 
auditing of various activities of the 
bank and, occasionally, special reviews 
and investigations. What I enjoy most 

about my job is the opportunity to deal 

with people in different departments 

and add value to the work they do. 

The main internal audit challenge is 
the threat of familiarity. The people I 

deal with are in the same organisation 

and I interact with them on a daily 

basis. There are safeguards, though, 

McDonald’s cleared
After an in-depth European 

Commission investigation, McDonald’s 

and the Luxembourg government 

have been cleared of entering into 

an agreement on the non-taxation 

of profits that would have amounted 

to illegal state aid. Two rulings by 

Luxembourg had exempted from 

taxation all franchise profits from third 

parties operating outlets in Europe, 

Ukraine and Russia, with the result that 

the profits were not taxed in either 

Luxembourg or the US. The probe 

concluded that the double non-taxation 

was caused by a mismatch between 

Luxembourg and US tax laws, and not 

special treatment by Luxembourg. 

EC investigates Amazon 
Amazon is being informally investigated 

by the European Commission to 

determine if it is misusing data from 

retailers using its site. The investigation 

goes to the heart of Amazon’s business 

model, which involves its website 

being both a means of direct sales 

and a platform for other retailers to 

conduct transactions. The investigation 

is intended to determine if data related 

to third-party retailers is being used to 

assist Amazon in conducting its own 

retail operations.

87% 
of executives around the 
world cite untrained 
staff as the greatest 
cyber risk to their 
business.
Source: ESI 
ThoughtLab 

Tech share buy-backs
Five major US technology corporations 

have spent between them US$115bn 

in buying back shares, exploiting the 

tax reforms of President Donald Trump. 

The companies, Apple, Alphabet (which 

owns Google), Cisco, Microsoft and 

Oracle, each spent around twice the 

amount on stock buy-backs as the year 

before. They also increased capital 

investment by 42%, but at US$43bn 

this was less than the expenditure on 

their own shares.

Central bank bribery
Two subsidiaries of the Reserve Bank 

of Australia have admitted that they 

paid bribes to foreign officials. The 

companies – Note Printing Australia 

and Securency – pleaded guilty in 

the Supreme Court of Victoria to 

charges of conspiracy to bribe foreign 

officials in relation to banknote-

related transactions. The offences 

were committed between 1999 and 

2004. The pleas have only just been 

disclosed because of suppression 

orders, which have now been lifted. 

Penalties of just under A$22m were paid 

by the two companies. The Reserve 

Bank issued a statement saying that 

it ‘strongly condemns corrupt and 

unethical behaviour’. 

87% 
of executives around the 
world cite untrained 
staff as the greatest 
cyber risk to their 
business.
Source: ESI 
ThoughtLab 
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So near and yet so far
There’s a clear demand from investors for digital reporting, but companies say a lack 
of regulatory consensus and guidance is hampering its delivery

and guidance. While there is growing 

consensus for change in both the 

emphasis of corporate reporting and 

the manner in which it is delivered – 

reinforced by the Integrated Reporting 

Council’s framework for value creation 

and Accountancy Europe’s report, The 
Future of Corporate Reporting – a clear 

direction of travel remains elusive.

File formats
Digital technology is bringing 

greater comparability within reach. 

While blockchain has potential for 

transforming digital reporting, the 

frontrunner in terms of digital tools 

remains XBRL, which is used by 

companies in 70 countries, most often 

for private reporting to regulators, on a 

voluntary or mandated basis. A handful 

of jurisdictions require public filings in 

XBRL format, most notably Japan, China 

and the US, with mixed results.

Europe, though, will see what the UK’s 

Financial Reporting Council (FRC) calls 

‘a turning point in the use of technology 

in corporate reporting’ over the coming 

two years when the European Single 

Electronic Format (ESEF) is introduced, 

mandating (if all goes to plan) the filing 

of annual reports in digital format from 

2020 year-ends.  

A report by the FRC, Digital future 
of corporate reporting, said ESEF 

will ‘facilitate the use of corporate 

communication and data across Europe, 

truly digitally, for the first time’. But the 

FRC warned that there would be a steep 

learning curve for both companies and 

regulators, and that ‘the scope of current 

mandates is unlikely to cover all the 

contextual elements that users desire’.  

If you needed clear evidence that 
markets pay attention to social media, 
it came on 7 August last year, when 
Elon Musk, founder and CEO of Tesla, 
announced on Twitter that he planned 
to take the company private and had 
funding ‘secured’. Tesla’s share price 
at the time was hovering around the 
US$340 mark; over the following days 
it soared to a peak of US$379. When 
Musk tweeted that the company would 
remain in public hands 17 days later, 
the share price fell to US$319.

The use of social media by 

institutional investors to inform investing 

decisions has been growing steadily 

over the past four years. In 2014, a 

survey by Greenwich Associates found 

that almost 80% of institutional investors 

use social media as part of their regular 

workflow, with about 30% saying 

that information they had gathered 

through social media had directly 

influenced an investment decision or 

recommendation. Nearly half (48%) said 

that information from social media had 

prompted them to carry out additional 

research on an industry topic or issue. 

Complex picture
The disruptive impact of digital 

technology will, naturally, affect the 

world of corporate reporting. What is 

less clear is the path that this will take; 

the dispersal of information through 

social media platforms is only one part 

of a complex picture.

At the core of the debate around 

digital reporting is what users want and 

need, which can be summarised in two 

words: comparability and specificity. 

‘Investors want the best of both 

At the core of the 
digital reporting 

debate is what 
users want, which 

can be summarised 
in two words: 

comparability and 
specificity

worlds,’ says Alison Thomas, a former 

investor who now advises companies 

on corporate communication. ‘They 

want to compare companies across 

sectors, but they also want to roll their 

sleeves up and get into company-

specific information – and so far, 

company data hasn’t been structured 

in a way that makes comparison easy. 

Digital technology, in theory, gives us 

the capability to have our cake and eat 

it – to compare structured data, with a 

company-specific overlay.’

 The problem is that too many 

companies are lagging behind demand 

for digitised information, she adds: ‘The 

demand for digital information is there, 

and data intermediaries are investing a 

lot in order to make data available in a 

searchable form. Why this investment? 

In many markets, companies are only 

required to file a pdf of their annual 

report, which makes searching their 

filings more time-consuming than it 

needs to be.’

Companies say they are hampered 

by a lack of regulatory consensus 
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that will help to fill out the contextual 

information that investors need.

The message is that digital reporting 

is on its way and no one can afford to 

ignore it. The introduction of ESEF is the 

catalyst for change. ‘Companies need a 

digital strategy, full stop,’ says Thomas. 

‘2020 isn’t far away and they need a plan 

for meeting the requirements of ESEF. 

That means building digital readiness 

into the organisation; investing in 

dinosaur systems is not the answer.’

One size doesn’t fit all
There is no single right solution 

to communicating information to 

investors; it’s sector-specific as well 

as being demographic-dependent. 

Geography also plays a part. In a city 

‘Financial statements are critically 

important but users also need to know 

the adjustments that management are 

making,’ says Thomas. ‘Until we have 

tagged the scope of that information – 

information that’s essential for investor 

decision-making – we will always have 

a disconnect.’

In terms of specificity, digital 

technology is helping companies 

communicate the environmental, 

social and governance information that 

informs investors’ decision-making. 

The multi-channel approach to investor 

communication is becoming the norm; 

social media is increasingly being used 

to amplify announcements and news, 

and there are many other digital delivery 

options (podcasts, webinars, live chats) 

where most people commute by train, 

for example, investors may get most 

of their information from apps on their 

phone or tablet. But in a city where 

most commute by car, consumption of 

information will be different.

The most important advice is 

that companies should talk to their 

users, says Thomas: ‘Find out what 

information they use, and how they 

would rather access it. Would they 

prefer it in a particular format? How do 

they use social media?’ The delivery 

channels for corporate information are 

moving forward, but the underlying 

need to understand what users need 

remains unchanged. AB

Liz Fisher, journalist
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Branchless banking: a network of agents (including airtime 
resellers and retail outlets) allow M-Pesa customers to 
deposit and withdraw money with them via mobile phone.

Hail the digital dawn
The sub-Saharan digital economy may lag behind other parts of the world, but Africa 
is gradually building an infrastructure to support the shift to tech-based commerce

The streets of Africa’s cities may still teem with 
vendors and hawkers, and physical markets maintain 
their busy trade, but the supremacy of traditional 

retail stores and business models is being fast eroded by 
the proliferation of mobile phones, artificial intelligence and 
improved internet connectivity. And as ever more Africans 
embrace digital technologies, so sub-Saharan economies are 
poised to capture significant economic benefits. 

Early in 2018 the World Bank launched its Digital Economy 

for Africa (DE4A) initiative as part of a wider recognition that 

digital technology will be vital for Africa’s future, empowering 

consumers and boosting economic growth. Technology is 

already improving access to many vital areas of the economy 

and public services, such as banking, trade, healthcare 

and education. But if the digital economy is to deliver on 

expectations, the right infrastructure needs to be in place, 

including a more reliable electricity supply, an extended fibre-

optic telecoms network infrastructure and more widespread 

mobile device ownership.

There has been exponential growth in mobile phone 

ownership and internet connectivity recently, contributing 

in no small measure to an increase in financial transactions 

and social interactions, and to improved access to services. 

According to industry body the Global System for Mobile 

Communications (GSMA), mobile technologies and services 

generated 7.1% of GDP across sub-Saharan Africa in 2017, 

adding US$110bn of economic value. 

The key to leveraging the growth in mobile and internet use 

for broader economic goals is internet connectivity. According 

to the International Telecommunications Union (ITU), internet 

penetration in Africa in 2017 stood at 21.8% of the population 

as a whole and 40.3% of those aged 15–24. (In Asia Pacific it’s at 

43.9% and 72.3% respectively, so there is still room for further 

growth.) Deloitte’s 2014 report Value of connectivity: economic 
and social benefits of expanding internet access estimated that 

extending internet access to an additional 2.2 billion people in 

developing countries could raise GDP by US$2.2 trillion, create 

140 million jobs and lift 160 million people out of extreme 

poverty. In short, the incentive is clear and compelling.

Digital platforms
In Africa’s financial services sector, the number of mobile-

based financial transaction platforms is expanding rapidly. 

This has encouraged the growth of small-scale enterprises 

and pulled many people in the informal sector into structured 
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The last mile: a tuk-tuk belonging to Nigeria-based 
online retail company Jumia delivers products in Lagos.

financial systems. There were 135 live mobile money services 

across sub-Saharan Africa at the end of 2017, with 122 million 

active accounts.

The most famous of these platforms is M-Pesa, the mobile 

phone-based money transfer and microfinancing service, 

launched by Vodafone’s Safaricom mobile operator in 2007. 

M-Pesa processed over six billion transactions in 2016 and 

now serves 30 million users in 10 countries. It may not offer the 

sophistication of internet banking in developed countries but 

it has won laurels for helping to combat extreme poverty and 

increase financial inclusion.

The digital economy is also thriving in the retail sector. 

Jumia, founded in 2012 with a vision to become Africa’s 

equivalent of Amazon, is a leading African e-commerce 

ecosystem. The online marketplace has a presence in 14 

African countries and is becoming increasingly popular – the 

platform has grown from the 50,000 products on offer in 2012 

to over five million products in 2017. Jumia also owns ventures 

that allow customers to order food, buy airline tickets and pay 

cable and electricity bills online.

The company launched its own proprietary payment 

platform, JumiaPay, to facilitate transactions between 

merchants and consumers, and to tailor its solutions to local 

needs. A mobile app enabling 

customers to access additional 

services such as music and airtime 

purchase has also been launched.

The power of tradition
Despite the rise of e-commerce 

in Africa, the ability to execute 

complicated delivery logistics is 

challenged by an unreliable online 

payment infrastructure. In 2017, 

Konga, one of Nigeria’s leading 

e-commerce companies, was 

acquired by local tech company 

Zinox after the former laid off 60% 

of its staff. Analysts argue that 

traditional stores still exert a major pull in Africa and that 

Africans like to haggle over prices in physical market spaces. It 

can be a challenge to work around strong cultural traditions.

According to Mukhisa Kituyi, secretary-general of the UN 

Conference on Trade and Development, the continent suffers 

from the lack of a ‘conducive ecosystem for digital trade’ and 

lags behind the rest of the world in the adoption of digital 

trade. ‘Africa needs to develop laws to enhance the integrity 

of procurement on electronic platforms so that consumers can 

trust e-commerce platforms,’ he says.

Digital economies 
can help Africa 

leapfrog old 
development 

pathways

Although Africa currently has the fastest-growing proportion 

of internet users in the world, it also has the lowest levels of 

internet access. According to ITU, the majority of those Africans 

who are online connect via their mobile phones and do not 

have access to high-speed services. 

Yet the future looks bright. The 

number of domestic e-platforms 

that have emerged attests to this. 

The World Bank believes that digital 

economies can help Africa leapfrog 

old development pathways. There is 

still massive room for growth in the 

online retail sector, with companies 

such as Jumia leading the way. 

Sub-Saharan Africa has one of the 

youngest populations in the world 

and this demography lends itself 

well to the harnessing of technology 

in a positive and forward-looking 

way. Many African countries have 

already taken the first steps on a solid path toward a digital 

economy. Senegal, for example, has set a target of generating 

10% of its GDP from the digital economy by 2025. In addition, 

Kenya is a strikingly successful pioneer in the area of mobile 

money and its export of that innovative technology to the 

rest of the world demonstrates that Africa is ready, willing 

and more than able to participate successfully in the global 

technology revolution. AB

 

Kayode Yusuf FCCA is a finance professional and journalist.
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Five reasons for investing in SDGs
A UN programme, Principles for Responsible Investment (PRI), 

has put forward five reasons for investing in SDGs.

1. The SDGs are a critical part of professional investors’ 

fiduciary duty. 

2. Financial returns for large institutional investors are 

dependent on healthy, sustainable economies. 

3. Achieving the SDGs will be a key driver of global 

economic growth. 

4. As a risk framework the SDGs reflect specific regulatory, 

ethical and operational risks that can be financially material. 

5. The SDGs serve as a capital allocation guide to new 

investment opportunities. 

Source: PRI and PwC 2017

Workers install a water pump in Burkina Faso: accountants 
can provide a vital connection between the private sector, 
government and finance in pursuit of the SDG agenda.

Sharpest tools in the box
Professional accountants must become the champions of the UN’s Sustainability 
Development Goals for Africa – and the experts who embed them in business

A cross the distinct and diverse cultures and political 
structures of sub-Saharan Africa, gains have 
been made in reducing poverty, growing income, 

improving education and building democracies. Despite these 
advances, however, many people remain locked out of growth 
as continuing economic, social and environmental problems 
coalesce, undermining attempts to create prosperity. 

A report by ACCA, The Sustainable Development Goals: 
Redefining context, risk and opportunity across Africa, focuses 

on how professional accountants can leverage their skills to 

help businesses align value creation strategies with the SDGs to 

address these critical issues. ACCA held a series of roundtables 

in Kampala, Nairobi and Lagos to inform the report’s findings. 

One participant said: ‘Finance must be there from the start. 

The numbers tell the story which relates to the workplan. As 

accountants we understand the business and we can bring 

critical thinking skills to help tell the story.’ 

The SDGs provide a framework for understanding risk 

and the external environment in light of the new nature of 

economies and the future potential for growth. The profession 

should take a leadership role in connecting the private sector, 

government and finance with the SDG agenda.

The ACCA report explains why business has an essential role 

to play in achieving the SDGs. It quotes research estimating 

that delivering the SDGs could unlock US$1.1 trillion of market 

opportunities across Africa in four areas of economic activity 

and generate up to 85 million jobs by 2030.

Today’s globalised economy is capable of delivering 

structural transformations that radically improve how people 

live and work. The market opportunities could arise from 

engaging with the challenges faced by growing urban 
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The 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)
Agreed by all UN member states in September 2015, the UN’s Sustainable Development Goals 

are a set of 17 environmental, social and economic objectives. They provide a global agenda 

for countries, companies, investors and civil society to pursue and create a framework for 

building enduring and inclusive prosperity. The aim is for the SDGs to be fully achieved by 2030 

– an immense challenge given that the 17 goals encompass 169 targets and 230 indicators.

The SDGs offer 
businesses 

a recognised 
framework for 

improving their 
understanding of 
today’s complex 

array of risks and 
opportunities
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Where to find help
Resources available to help businesses assess their impacts 

on and contribution to the SDGs include the following:

* The SDG Compass sets out five steps to take to align 

business activities with the SDGs and capitalise on them. 

Go to sdgcompass.org. 

* Integrated reporting’s multicapital approach offers a way 

to consider how value can be created for businesses and 

stakeholders. Go to integratedreporting.org.

* A complementary guide to the SDG Compass, Business 
Reporting on the SDGs: An Analysis of the Goals and 
Targets, is a first step in creating a methodology for 

corporate SDG reporting. Go to bit.ly/SDG-rep.

* The UN Conference on Trade and Development 

(UNCTAD) and the Intergovernmental Working Group 

of Experts on International Standards of Accounting and 

Reporting (ISAR) have been working on a set of core SDG 

reporting indicators. Go to isar.unctad.org.

Today’s globalised economy is capable of delivering 
structural transformations that radically improve how 
people live and work.

populations in new centres of economic dynamism, or from 

finding different ways of reaching out to poorly served groups 

through innovative business models and the harnessing of 

lower-cost digital technologies. 

However, the report warns that business may be falling 

short in key areas. There is, for example, little trust that 

businesses act responsibly and ethically. Across the continent, 

the police and business executives are viewed as especially 

corrupt. Nor are African businesses taking steps to stop 

damaging the environment; they are seemingly unable to 

fully understand or disclose the risks from issues such as 

climate change.

Small is beautiful 
The SDGs offer businesses a recognised framework for 

improving their understanding of today’s complex and 

interconnected array of risks and opportunities, and provide a 

way of thinking about the shape of the markets and business 

models of the future. And while the SDGs are enormously 

wide-ranging, individual businesses can start small. ‘Let us not 

fear the SDGs,’ said a participant at the Nairobi roundtable. 

‘We just need to choose a few that are applicable; we cannot 

do all 17. Go through your organisation and prioritise.’

Implementing the SDGs poses a massive financing 

challenge. The UN Conference on Trade and Development 

(UNCTAD) puts the annual requirement (from domestic and 

external investments) at between US$5 trillion and US$7 

trillion. On top of that, developing countries face an annual 

infrastructure investment gap of US$2.5 trillion in areas such as 

clean energy generation, water and sanitation, and agriculture.

With environmental, social and governance (ESG) issues 

becoming mainstream considerations, there has been an 

accompanying shift towards the more effective pricing of 

risk and capital allocation for big infrastructure projects. For 

instance, the report highlights the UN’s Sustainable Stock 

Exchanges initiative – a peer-to-peer platform for promoting 

responsible sustainable development investments.

Collaboration is crucial to meeting the SDGs. At a company 

level, professional accountants should engage non-financial 

colleagues and get involved in a wider understanding of the 

external environment. They should also look to participate 

in broader networks and use their reporting skills to expand 

understanding of and communication about non-financial risks. 

Standards, frameworks and tools offer businesses in Africa 

a way of understanding key risks and communicating their 

impacts on, and contribution to, the SDGs. ‘We need to 

align our results with outcomes and impact,’ said one of the 

Kampala roundtable participants. ‘Change our reporting from 

activity-based to impact-based.’

The report points out: ‘The contours of the external 

environment – which make up the operating system 

through which the SDGs could be met – are currently poorly 

understood and addressed by business.’ Rectifying this 

situation requires a reappraisal of the metrics used to define 

business success, and that, in turn, will create an opportunity 

to redefine innovation, investment and risk in Africa in the 21st 

century in the light of the SDGs. AB

Peter Williams, journalist
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More information

Find IFAC’s Global SMP survey 2018 at bit.ly/IFAC-SMP2018

Ongoing onslaught
The big challenges for small and medium-sized practitioners, according to 
IFAC’s global survey, are competition, regulation and client attraction/retention 

Costs, competitors, clients and compliance
The four top challenges identifi ed by the survey’s 6,258 

SMP respondents from 150 countries are:

Keeping up with consulting 
The vast majority (86%) of SMPs offer some form of 

advisory service. The top four are:

Advisory is expected to be the fastest-growing 
revenue stream over the coming 12 months.

Pressure to lower fees

Corporate advisory 

Navigating new technology that will 
affect traditional accounting roles 

66%

48%

78%

68%

73%

57%

46%

44%

46%

41%

45%

27%

Using data to drive 
strategic decision-making

Managing cyber and IT risk

Differentiation from the competition 

Management accounting 

Attracting new and retaining existing clients

Restructuring, insolvency and liquidation

Keeping up with regulation

Human resources/employment regulation

51%

12
%

8%

39
%

37
%

45%

20
18

20
16

8%

7%

32
% 35

%

40%
42%

20
16

20
18

5%

6%

32
%

38
%

36%

44%

20
16

20
18

6%

6%

32
%

30
%

36% 38%

20
16

20
18

Substantial increase
Moderate increase

Advisory/
consulting and 
other services

Tax planning 
and 

compliance

Audit and 
assurance 

New tech, new tasks
Major tech-driven change for the accountant’s role in SMEs 

is anticipated over the next fi ve years.

Talent pipeline pressures
Attracting next-generation talent is something 54% of 

SMPs have diffi culty with – for the following reasons:

Lack of candidates with 
the right mix of skills

Competition from 
larger practices 

Increased opportunities 
in other fi elds

Concern about work-life 
balance and fl exibility

Concern about 
technology impacting 
jobs and opportunities

66%
57%
44%
41%
27%

66%
57%
44%
41%
27%

53%
50%
31%
27%

Accounting and 
other non-

assurance services
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2020s vision
Trust and technology are some of the big issues to impact how the profession will 
look over the coming decade, as explored at the World Congress of Accountants

S everal weeks ago, over 5,000 accountants from around 
the world came together to discuss the issues and 
trends shaping the profession. By the time the World 

Congress of Accountants (WCOA) in Sydney concluded, a 
picture had emerged of what accounting might look like in 
the next decade. We explore some of the major themes.

Architects of rebuilding trust 
The decline of public trust in business has been well 

documented in surveys and media globally, but portrayals of 

the human cost of financial corruption really bring it home. 

WCOA delegates heard first-hand 

from whistleblowers Michael 

Woodford (the ex-Olympus CEO 

who in 2011 exposed accounting 

fraud totalling more than 100 billion 

yen) and Wendy Addison (the ex-

LeisureNet treasurer who in 2000 

uncovered the embezzlement of 

millions of rand). 

They provided a timely reminder 

that professional accountants have 

a huge role to play in rebuilding 

public trust in business institutions. 

‘Ethics sets us apart from every 

other profession,’ said Rachel 

Grimes, outgoing president of the 

International Federation of Accountants. ‘Trust is the most 

important asset a business can have – an intangible on the 

balance sheet that we know is priceless.’

Ethics consultant Clare Payne told attendees that 

accountants will have to go beyond compliance in order to 

earn public trust. Society’s expectations will keep changing, 

she said, often faster than standards are updated. Accountants 

will also need to weigh up the business advice they give by 

asking whether it’s moral. That means factoring in public 

attitudes to issues such as discrimination, human rights and 

income inequality, she added. 

It’s going to be emotional
‘To succeed in a fast-evolving digital age, professional 

accountants need a rounded set of skills that go beyond 

technical knowledge, and these skills include emotional 

intelligence,’ ACCA chief executive Helen Brand told the 

WCOA delegates as she unveiled new research into the topic.

While technology will be able to handle routine tasks in the 

future, only human beings will be able to identify and manage 

emotions in themselves and others, she added. ‘Many people 

have an intuitive sense of EQ [emotional quotient], often 

expressed as something to do with emotions and interacting 

effectively with people. But it is important also to critically 

reflect on the value embedded in emotions in today’s digital 

age. Effectively harnessing this value is vital for success.’

Delegates at WCOA were 

encouraged to proactively focus 

on their emotional intelligence by 

developing a range of competencies 

including a growth mindset, self-

knowledge, perspective-taking, 

empathy and influence. A good place 

to start here is to assess your EQ 

level by using ACCA’s diagnostic tool, 

available at accaglobal.com/EQ.

Planetary mission 
Blessed with the technical skills 

to measure and validate data, 

accountants will be uniquely equipped 

to help achieve a more sustainable 

future for the planet. That was the message at WCOA from 

both the Prince of Wales and Ban Ki-moon, former United 

Nations secretary-general.

‘Peace and justice can only be established when everybody’s 

activities are accountable and transparent,’ said Ban. ‘Expand 

your collective efforts and take the lead in support of the UN 

Sustainability Development Goals and climate change action 

to make this world much, much more accountable. You are 

accountants. This word comes from “accountability”. So let’s 

work together to make this world better.’

In a video address, Prince Charles said accountants must 

assist in taking ‘drastic action’ on climate change. He said 

finance leaders have the ability and the responsibility to create 

sustainable and commercially viable business models. For 

more details, visit accountingforsustainability.org.

‘Ethics sets us 
apart from every 
other profession. 
Trust is the most 

important asset a 
business can have’
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sessions discussing artificial intelligence, robotics, the internet 

of things, automated payments and blockchain.

‘When you’re looking after the financial wellbeing of a 

company, that’s a very big responsibility that accountants 

have, and many, many new innovations are happening all 

over the world,’ said Ayesha Khanna, co-founder and CEO 

of Singapore-based artificial intelligence solutions firm 

Addo AI. ‘I think it’s very exciting that there are more tools 

available for accountants.’

Grimes summed up the prevailing mood: ‘Through 

technological innovation and human ingenuity we can 

shed our most mundane tasks and expand our minds. We 

can also free up the world’s most precious non-renewable 

commodity: time. More time to provide high-value strategic 

advice. More time to advance sustainable prosperity. And 

more time to fulfil our public interest mission. Can we achieve 

it all? I know we can.’ AB

Andy McLean, journalist based in Sydney

More information

See also the articles ‘Start the revolution’ and ‘Convening 
Down Under’ in this edition

Assess your emotional intelligence using ACCA’s diagnostic 
tool, at accaglobal.com/EQ

Younger generation will rise (and rise)
If WCOA is anything to go by, the next generation of 

accountants will be bold, ambitious and ready to reimagine 

the profession. Delegates enjoyed several presentations from 

young achievers who are already applying their accounting 

skills to support business and social causes.

‘As the new generation of accountants joins the ranks, we 

have different visions of what accounting can be,’ said Shelley 

Cable from PwC Australia. While still in her mid-20s, Cable 

spoke at the UN in Geneva in 2017 about the human rights 

of indigenous peoples. ‘I would love to see new and young 

accountants take on more leadership roles and believe in 

themselves that they can make a difference – because we 

absolutely can,’ she said. ‘There is nothing holding us back 

except our own imagination.’

Cable emphasised that young accountants are eager to 

collaborate with established leaders in the profession. She 

said: ‘We want to walk alongside you. We want to learn from 

your experience. And we want to combine it with our own 

energy and our own vision for the future.’

Adding more value than ever
The accounting profession can free itself from repetitive, 

transactional tasks and concentrate instead on adding 

greater value for clients and employers. That sentiment was 

repeatedly heard throughout the four days of WCOA, in 
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Start the revolution
An exhilarating prospect, the robot revolution is also a potentially frightening 
one that few have embarked on. Here’s how to begin your robot journey

The majority of accountants say that robotic process 
automation (RPA) offers incredible opportunities for 
their organisations, but only a minority have found 

a way to begin implementing the technology. 
This is the major finding from a global survey of 

more than 2,700 accountants, conducted jointly 

by KPMG and ACCA with strategic alliance 

partner CA ANZ. The survey’s finding was 

mirrored by an audience poll that was 

taken at the World Congress 

of Accountants in Sydney 

in November.

Jamie Lyon, interim director of professional insights at 

ACCA, says: ‘The common assumption is that this technology 

is all about getting cost out of the 

finance team, but it’s really about 

how to improve control, how to 

speed up processing.’

RPA offers 24/7 operational 

capability, data accuracy and 

improved visibility of business 

performance. ‘It can really 

change the game, particularly for 

transactional finance work,’ says 

Lyon. ‘You can start to free up 

finance teams from repetitive work. 

And then when that is combined 

with the front end – particularly 

around analytical tools in the face 

of exploding data in the corporate 

environment – automation can transform the way accountants 

and finance professionals bring real value to the organisation.’

Love your robot
When seeking to deploy RPA, one of the most common 

barriers experienced by finance leaders is fear and resistance 

from the workforce. That’s hardly surprising given media 

speculation that robots will steal human jobs. A 2013 

Oxford University study, which found a 93% probability that 

‘Accountants have 
the skillset and the 

framework on which 
to build RPA. It’s a 

massive opportunity 
for the profession – 

we should get out 
there and own it’

‘I believe that 

accountants have the 

skillset and the framework 

on which to build RPA and I 

think it’s a massive opportunity for 

the accounting profession – we 

should get out there and own 

it,’ says Rachel Grimes, outgoing 

president of the global organisation 

for the accountancy profession 

the International Federation of Accountants (IFAC), who has 

personal experience of deploying RPA with her employer in 

Australia, the banking group Westpac Bank. 

RPA is not as complicated or as daunting as it might first 

appear. It is simply software that is programmed or instructed 

by end users to perform high-volume, standardised, rules-

based tasks. It automates the logical transfer of data within 

processes quickly and accurately, reducing the amount of time 

that accountants need to spend on mundane tasks.
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Keeping up with the robots
Singapore-based Ayesha Khanna, CEO of artificial intelligence 

advisory firm Addo AI, says it’s essential for accountants to 

keep constantly up to date on how others in the profession 

are harnessing technology. Speaking at the World Congress 

of Accountants in Sydney, Khanna recommended setting up 

a Google alert for online articles about how AI and RPA are 

being applied in the accounting world and subscribing to 

publications such as MIT Technology Review and Wired. 

She also suggested viewing relevant online conferences. 

ACCA members can watch on-demand the Accounting for the 

Future global virtual conference sessions on robotics and the 

finance function (go to accaglobal.com/AFF2018).

computerisation would lead to job losses for accountants and 

auditors during the next two decades, is commonly quoted.

But the reality of introducing RPA runs contrary to the media 

hype. Ali Mehfooz, global head of fund technical and finance 

services at AMP Capital, says staff engagement in a finance 

team in his organisation shot up after RPA was introduced. 

‘Once we work with them and show them the benefits, people 

are quite excited about getting involved,’ he says.

Nikki McAllen, financial management partner at KPMG 

Australia, says staff engagement is the key to successful RPA 

implementation. ‘It’s about how you manage it and involve 

your teams from the very start,’ 

she says. ‘There is initially fear 

when you start talking about 

automating – not necessarily 

among qualified accountants, but 

certainly among team members who 

are doing transactional jobs; they are 

concerned about losing their jobs. 

But what we’ve seen, especially 

among some of the younger 

generation, is teams 

embracing the opportunity 

of robotics, and moving on 

to become programmers 

and controllers. You’re 

getting more involved in 

solving the organisation’s 

problems, and actually feeling 

like a valued member of the team rather than just 

processing transactions. So I don’t think it’s something to be 

scared of. It’s a real opportunity to reinvent yourself.’

Proof of concept
A prudent approach to RPA adoption is to trial discrete 

business processes or projects before seeking a broader 

rollout. Identifying the right area of the business for trial can 

be critical. McAllen says: ‘We have seen clients start too big 

and choose the most complex problems, which often takes 

an awful lot of time to unpick, and sometimes you are having 

to fix the process before you automate it. That can derail your 

automation journey.’

On the other hand, selecting a business process that is 

too easy to solve can fail to deliver substantial benefits to 

the business. ‘That can leave the organisation relatively 

disengaged on the automation journey,’ McAllen adds.

RPA consultant Matt Kearney from NTT Data recommends 

thinking about what the impact could be outside the finance 

function. ‘You should look at what the opportunity is across 

the business, not just the finance area. You really need 

to be making your plans around where the best process 

opportunities are for all the business functions. Finance can be 

the leader and the evangelist in this process.’ AB

Andy McLean, journalist, Sydney

More information

Read the ACCA, CA ANZ and KPMG joint publication 
Embracing robotic automation during the evolution of 
finance at bit.ly/ACCA-robo-embrace
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Secrets of SME success
As a recent ACCA report shows, a clear vision and strategy, robust processes and the 
right people are as vital for SMEs to succeed as they are for larger organisations

Owner-managers of small businesses are generally 
brave, ambitious people with a good grasp of 
their sector and a quiet confidence in the product 

or service they are offering. But a stellar idea does not 
necessarily translate into a star company. So why not?

In every country, the majority of 

businesses are small. SMEs and 

micro-firms account for 95% of all 

enterprises in OECD (Organisation 

for Economic Co-operation and 

Development) countries and 93% 

of those in non-high income, 

non-OECD nations. The long-term 

success of a smaller business, 

though, depends as much on the 

nuts and bolts of an organisation – 

solid processes and governance – as 

it does on a money-spinning idea.

No one understands this more 

than professional accountants, which 

is why ACCA has embarked on a detailed research project 

to better understand how SMEs can grow successfully. The 

second report in its three-part research project, How vision 
and strategy helps small businesses succeed: Governance 
needs of SMEs, focuses on how a business can build an 

internally robust organisation. It 

follows Growing globally: How SMPs 
can unlock international ambitions, 

published in July 2018, which 

discussed how small businesses can 

be better supported to participate 

in international trade; the final report 

will examine how SMEs can adopt 

best practice from high-growth firms.

SMEs come in all shapes, sizes and 

sectors but, the report argues, there 

are some good ideas that can be 

applied to most of them, with some 

inspiration. It defines governance in 

the context of SMEs as being ‘about 

The long-term 
success of a small 
business depends 

as much on the 
nuts and bolts of an 

organisation as it 
does on a money-

spinning idea
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Critical factors for long-term prosperity
ACCA’s report asked 368 SMEs what they felt were the critical 

factors enabling businesses to prosper over the long term.

leadership directing the organisation to long-term prosperity’. 

In practice, this requires four vital elements:

* introducing oversight mechanisms

* aligning processes with the organisation’s purpose

* demonstrating a commitment to stakeholders

* ensuring that resources are used for maximum impact.

These objectives may appear a lot to ask from SMEs, says the 

report. ‘Governance requirements may, at times, appear to 

involve a balancing act with the pursuance of the business’ 

purpose.’ But, it adds, if the way in which a business is run is 

aligned with what it aims to achieve, the organisation will be as 

effi cient as it is effective.

The research, which is based on a survey of 500 SMEs and 

not-for-profi t bodies worldwide, as well as insights from 

business leaders, academics and business advisers, identifi es a 

number of drivers that build a robust organisation.

Having vision
It begins with vision. ‘Any organisation needs to picture how 

it wants to look, what it delivers, and how people external to 

the organisation would see it in the future,’ says the report. If 

a vision is about where the organisation wants to go, strategy 

and processes are what will take it there – breaking down the 

vision into manageable steps, setting achievable goals for 

execution, and monitoring and reporting on outcomes.

In all of the organisations questioned, the owner-manager 

or CEO played a key role in strategy-setting, although senior 

management and the executive team tend to become more 

involved as the organisation grows. And it is an ongoing 

process; 78% of respondents said that strategy is discussed at 

least four times a year in their organisation. 

Just under half of those questioned said they never involve 

a third party in strategy discussions. This is an area where 

changes could be made, according to the report. It may not 

always be a palatable idea to bring in external parties to 

review strategy, but it can be helpful to receive a different 

perspective: ‘Even on an ad hoc basis, by having contacts to 

consult with, leaders can benefi t from different experience and 

expertise – or just have someone to bounce ideas off.’

The third essential driver of SME success is people, and that 

will continue even in an automated world: ‘In high-growth, 

high-tech and niche industries, the innovation and creativity of 

people is fundamental,’ says the report.

Added to these are the external factors that a resilient 

SME must withstand. ‘The organisation must understand and 

interact appropriately with its stakeholders – from its workforce 

to trade partners, from funders to the community in which it 

operates – and win their support,’ says the report. ‘This can 

make or break the business as it goes through the economic 

Staff/team work 39%

30%

22%

20%

20%

15%

14%

13%

Strategy

Treat stakeholders well

Leadership

Business process

Resilience/competitiveness

Mission/vision

Liquidity

cycle, circumvents threats and explores opportunities.’ It 

adds that if an SME is to be successful, it must nurture its 

relationship with external stakeholders, align rewards and 

opportunities for employees with its strategy, and stay fl exible, 

adaptable and resilient.

Vital leadership
The report acknowledges the vital role that leadership plays 

in creating and maintaining these drivers of success. Most of 

those taking part in the survey said that their own leadership 

team had a process in place to make sure that its members 

had a broad range of skills to meet these challenges, although 

almost half of micro-entities questioned said they did not 

evaluate individual leaders.

The report suggests that a regular review of leadership skills 

and performance should not be confi ned to larger companies 

and could be benefi cial to businesses of any size.

The research team concluded its survey by asking those 

SMEs taking part what critical factors helped them to prosper 

over the long term. For most, the answer was good people – 

the importance of attracting, retaining and investing in people 

to create a strong team. In other words, whatever business you 

are in, it is essential to be in the business of people. AB

Liz Fisher, journalist
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More on mindfulness

Try a mindfulness exercise with Rob 
Yeung at bit.ly/ACCA-playlist.

The mindfulness remedy
Training the mind to focus on the here and now rather than wandering off here and 
there can improve your decision-making and your stress levels, says Rob Yeung

the University of California, Santa 

Barbara, found that only eight minutes 

of performing mindfulness resulted in 

psychological benefits that were greater 

than from the same time spent either 

reading or relaxing quietly.

However, the most impressive benefits 

of mindfulness have typically been 

observed after many hours of practice. 

Investigators led by the University of 

Melbourne’s Richard Chambers found 

that people who completed an intensive 

10-day programme (around 110 hours) 

of mindfulness training experienced 

improved memory and attention, and 

psychological well-being. Other studies 

that reported benefits such as reduced 

stress and greater job satisfaction have 

typically asked participants to perform 

mindfulness for up to 30 minutes daily 

for around eight to 10 weeks.

There is likely to be a dose-response 

relationship between mindfulness and 

its benefits, much as there is between 

physical exercise and its positive effects. 

Run, swim or play tennis for an hour a 

month and you will likely get some but 

limited benefits; engage in a bigger 

‘dose’ of physical activity for perhaps 

several hours a week and you almost 

certainly get greater benefits. Similarly, 

occasional mindfulness likely accrues 

only certain benefits; more frequent 

and/or longer mindfulness may lead to 

greater gains.

The benefits of mindfulness are not 

purely subjective, either. Scientists 

led by Harvard Medical School’s Britta 

Would you like to feel less stressed at 
work or make better decisions? Would 
you like to feel less exhausted, have 
more control over your emotions or 
derive more satisfaction from your job?

All these positive outcomes are linked 

to a mental state known as mindfulness. 

In simple terms, mindfulness is defined 

as being consciously aware of our 

moment-to-moment experience, which 

includes not only the information we 

perceive through our physical senses 

but also the thoughts and feelings we 

are having.

Contrast that with states of mind that 

are not mindful: if you find yourself 

caught up in irrelevant thoughts, unlikely 

daydreams or past regrets perhaps, or if 

you rush around busily doing activities 

while running on automatic mental pilot.

To experience mindfulness, try a brief 

exercise: close your eyes for a minute 

and just focus on the sensations of your 

breathing. Breathe normally through 

your nose and simply pay attention 

to the feeling of the air entering and 

exiting your nostrils. Soon you may 

notice your mind wandering, as you 

think about tasks you need to complete 

at work or home. Many people also 

get distracted by thoughts about past 

mistakes or current problems. When 

your mind wanders, gently bring your 

awareness back to your breathing. 

Perhaps set a quiet timer to go off when 

you want to finish.

Training the mind
Studies have detected benefits 

from mindfulness training almost 

immediately. One research investigation 

led by scientist Michael Mrazek at 

Mindfulness 
training is able to 

change the very 
structure of the 

human brain
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business is a profi t-making entity that makes very 

little difference to the world. I want to work in a more 

meaningful sector, but would have to take a signifi cant 

pay cut to do so. I feel stuck and unsure what to do.

A Take a moment to think about what you would like your life – not 

just your career – to look like in, say, 10 or 15 years. How do you 

want to be spending your time? How do you want to feel about your life, your work, 

and, indeed, yourself? If you can’t bear the idea of still being in the same industry a 

decade or so from now, then it’s time to start planning your way out.

Consider this: a business building a new manufacturing plant (which would require 

inputs of time, effort and money – just as most career changes would) will likely look 

for a return on its investment in years rather than just months. Try thinking about your 

career decision in the same way that a company will take a business decision: there 

will be fi nancial and emotional costs before any eventual payback.

But don’t imagine that you have only two options: either to stay in your unfulfi lling 

job or to do something more meaningful but poorly paid. Consider ways of dabbling 

in the new sector while staying involved in your current role. Could you take a 

sabbatical for a few months? Could you volunteer to do something in the different 

sector for a few hours a week to begin with?

To move forwards, get in touch with people who are doing what you want to do. 

Approach them respectfully and seek their advice – face to face, over the telephone 

or simply by email. You may be surprised at how willing people are to help so long as 

you show you have researched their line of work and are committed. 

Tips for the top
Smartphones allow us to do so much. However, a study led by Adrian Ward at 

the University of Texas at Austin suggests that even the physical presence of 

smartphones may be detrimental to their owners’ performance. Ward and colleagues 

gave 520 participants 10 puzzles to solve from an intelligence test. Some participants 

were instructed to put their phones in another room, others put their phones in 

either a pocket or bag, and a fi nal group put their phones on 

a desk next to them. Participants with their phones in 

a separate room answered, on average, 8.3 puzzles 

correctly; those with phones in a pocket or bag scored 

around 8.2; and those with phones on the desk 

scored 7.8. In other words, people were measurably 

distracted by the mere presence of their phones. 

Even without checking their phones, they suffered 

a loss of cognitive capacity. The lesson: to work at 

optimal productivity, do not simply keep your phone to 

one side – put it entirely out of sight.

Dr Rob’s talent clinic

Q I have achieved what many 

would consider a successful 

career. However, for years I have 

been feeling distinctly unfulfi lled 

by the industry in which I work. Our 

Hölzel used magnetic resonance 

imaging to examine the brains of 

participants after an eight-week 

mindfulness programme and 

found increased grey matter 

concentration in the brain regions 

involved in learning and memory, 

among others. In other words, 

mindfulness training is able to 

change the very structure of the 

human brain.

Modern mindfulness is an entirely 

secular training exercise unrelated to 

religion. Just as physical exercise hones 

the body, mindfulness strengthens the 

mind and our ability to focus on what 

we want to focus on. You can practise 

mindfulness in its most basic form 

simply by focusing on your breathing, as 

I suggested earlier. 

If you fi nd it diffi cult to practise 

mindfulness for 10 to 20 minutes in one 

go, aim for smaller chunks throughout 

the day. When clients tell me that 

they are too busy, I advise them to try 

practising mindfulness only on certain 

days of the week. Practising mindfulness 

occasionally will still likely deliver more 

benefi ts than never doing it. 

If you would like more formal 

guidance, download two instructional 

audio tracks that I have recorded at 

bit.do/mindful-audio. These are available 

for free, but the site requires email 

registration. Alternatively, follow the link 

to the accompanying ACCA video. AB

Dr Rob Yeung is an organisational 

psychologist at leadership consulting 

fi rm Talentspace: talentspace.co.uk.

More information

Dr Rob tweets @robyeung

If you have a question for the talent 
clinic, email abeditor@accaglobal.com

Get CPD units by answering 
questions on this article at 
accaglobal.com/abcpd
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Trust ratings

Source: Roy Morgan Image of 
Professions Survey 2017
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as both warm and competent. People 

who come across as warm are inspiring.

Accountants sit in a group with 

engineers and lawyers, who are viewed 

as cold and competent. Apparently, 

professionals who come across as cold 

are mistrusted, and viewed as self-

serving and calculating. The lesson from 

Fiske’s research is that if accountants 

want to become a high-trust profession, 

they need to become more skilful at 

generating and communicating warmth.

Empathy and self-persuasion
There are two practical, proven and 

easy steps that accountants can take 

to improve their warmth and trust 

scores. First, they need to become 

much more skilful at generating and 

projecting empathic concern – the 

emotional intelligence quotient referred 

to in ACCA’s research Professional 
accountants – the future and follow-up 

report Emotional quotient in a digital 
age – Emotions and the future of 
accountancy.

Empathy has three complementary 

components:

* emotional, where we share the 

feelings of other people

* cognitive, where we demonstrate 

that we understand a client’s goals, 

desires and motives, and can see 

the world through their eyes

* concern, the attribute most highly 

valued by clients, where they 

believe their accountant genuinely 

cares about their long-term 

wellbeing and always acts with their 

interests in mind – a trusted helper, 

in other words. Clients reward 

trusted helpers by following their 

Asurvey from Australia about 
trust in the professions ranks 
accountants ahead of lawyers 

– but with a score of just 50% (see 
box). Why is this?

Accountants know that a low level of 

trust is bad for business. ‘Trust is a hard-

edged economic driver,’ says Stephen 

Covey, author of The Speed of Trust. 
He argues that trust always affects two 

outcomes – speed and cost. When trust 

dwindles, speed (the time it takes to 

do business) also falls while costs rise. 

Likewise, when trust goes up, speed 

increases and costs fall.

Trust is also a strong predictor of 

whether a client will follow an adviser’s 

recommendations. Research from the 

medical profession shows that patients 

who trust their doctors are more likely 

Perhaps the 
greatest benefit of 
self-persuasion is 

discovering that, as 
trust deepens, the 

quality of the work 
you win improves

to follow treatment plans. Accountants 

can rebuild trust by softening their 

approach to appear more accessible, 

consultative and empathetic. Research 

by Susan Fiske at Princeton University 

on warmth and competence found that 

80% of the social judgments humans 

make about other people are based 

on the answers they get to the two 

questions they unconsciously ask when 

meeting someone for the first time. 

These questions are hardwired into our 

brains and evolved in Stone Age times, 

when it was vital to rapidly determine 

whether a stranger was a friend or 

foe. The first question is ‘do I like this 

person?’, which is an assessment of their 

warmth and trustworthiness. The second 

is ‘do I respect this person?’, which is 

a judgment of their effectiveness and 

competence, and how capable they are 

of carrying out their intentions.

Fiske asked adults in the US to 

appraise and compare professions for 

warmth and competence. They rated 

the professions that come across as 

caring – nurses, doctors and teachers – 

Warm and fuzzy
If accountancy is to become a highly trusted profession, accountants need to 
become more skilled at generating and communicating warmth, says Harry Mills
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recommendations and, over time, 

buying more services from them.

Second, accountants need to change 

the way they influence others. There are 

two ways to influence someone: direct 

persuasion, which generates mistrust; 

and self-persuasion, which creates trust.

When influencers use direct 

persuasion, they use arguments, 

numbers and reasons to convince 

people why they need to change. 

Direct persuasion is the default form of 

influence for many accountants, whose 

persuasive communications primarily 

consist of statements packaged as 

presentations, status reports and 

managed discussions. 

When influencers use self-persuasion, 

they help people discover their own 

reasons for following a course of action. 

Accountants who have been trained 

to use self-persuasion techniques 

consciously seek to minimise the 

number of statements they deploy. Their 

primary form of influencing behaviour 

is to ask questions. They use tools such 

as the ‘why, what if, how might we…’ 

questioning sequence to get clients to 

generate their own insights.

When accountants become expert 

at self-persuasion, they marvel at how 

motivated clients can be when they 

come up with their own reasons. They 

discover it’s not what you sell but how 

you sell it that matters most to clients. 

Research by social psychologists 

shows that self-persuasion is nearly 

always more powerful than direct 

persuasion because we don’t argue with 

our own reasons. We trust the person 

who has come up with the reasons – 

ourselves. Self-persuasion doesn’t just 

change minds; it changes behaviour.

The bottom-line benefits for 

professionals who master how to build 

fast trust with empathetic concern and 

self-persuasion can be substantial. 

Perhaps the greatest benefit is 

discovering that, as trust deepens, 

the quality of the work you win 

improves. Great clients and challenging, 

cutting-edge work – what more can you 

ask for? AB

Harry Mills is the expert on persuasion 

for the Harvard ManageMentor 

programme.
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of cultural resistance to the idea of 

predicting the worst possible scenario. 

That is partly to do with executives 

having a cognitive bias towards positive 

assumptions about the future, says 

Patrick Roberts, director of consultancy 

Cambridge Risk Solutions. ‘We need 

people to be open to the idea that 

something bad will happen; they are 

then more likely to develop a mindset 

prepared for a crisis and a more resilient 

organisation as a result,’ he says.

But Tara Swart, an executive 

leadership coach who teaches 

Business leaders are fully aware of the 
issues they are facing in an increasingly 
challenging environment where 
disruption has become the norm. If you 
add to that the growing uncertainty of 
trade wars (and in the UK, Brexit), then 
the prospect of rapid value destruction 
or even the demise of a company is a 
very real prospect.

As a result, more and more 

organisations are starting to perform a 

pre-mortem. Defi ned as a managerial 

strategy in which a project team 

imagines that a project or organisation 

has failed, a pre-mortem team 

works backwards to determine what 

potentially could lead to the failure of 

the project or organisation.

The phrase is often attributed to US 

research psychologist Gary Klein, who 

said: ‘A pre-mortem in a business setting 

comes at the beginning of a project 

rather than the end, so that the project 

can be improved rather than autopsied.’

Prepare for the worst
Despite the logic of conducting such 

an exercise, there exists a degree 

Predicting an organisation’s demise could prove the key to ensuring its survival 
and ability to prosper in an increasingly uncertain business world

Life after death
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might be, and how the failure could 

be mitigated. 

 ‘There is an important distinction, 

however, as FMEAs are generally 

more applicable when the risks are 

identifi able. In other words, they 

are related to what we would refer 

to as a known unknown. FMEAs do 

not really apply when it comes to 

unknown unknowns, or the risks that 

often emerge in highly complex and 

interdependent projects. So the fi rst 

step is often quantifying what sort of 

risks are evident in the project itself.’

Follow-ups
Do management teams follow up on 

the fi ndings generated by such an 

exercise? Swart says in her experience 

companies most commonly do follow 

up pre-mortems with strategies to avoid 

the potential pitfalls, and in some cases 

generate new ideas and alternatives, 

and action these. ‘This is a powerful 

exercise with specifi c takeaways, so they 

can follow up with radical proposals. 

These take about 12 to 18 months to 

fully action,’ she suggests.

Although Swart says she has not 

observed a scenario where a company 

does not follow up on a pre-mortem, 

she believes there might well be 

situations where it might prove diffi cult 

because of cultural or other challenges. 

‘It is still considered progressive for 

teams to work with neuroscience, ‘ 

she says. ‘However, the rise of artifi cial 

intelligence and the massive changes 

it will bring to the future of work mean 

more teams are looking for solutions.’

Hutchison-Krupat says the type of 

follow-up and degree of radicalism 

involved depend on the different 

scenarios, or failure modes, identifi ed. 

‘If disruption is seen as a threat in 

certain parts of the business, then the 

response very often depends on the 

overall position and strategy of the 

organisation,’ he says, ‘the key being 

neuroscience in leadership at 

Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

(MIT), says the concept can be a 

powerful focus for management teams. 

‘I use the pre-mortem exercise with top 

teams that I work with in the bio-tech, 

retail, food and beverage, and fi nancial 

services sectors,’ she says. ‘In applying 

neuroscience to their leadership 

development, I explain that loss 

aversion is one of the strongest gearings 

of the brain, and so we will look out for 

potential obstacles more than we will 

seek the reward. By raising awareness 

of the potential barriers to success, we 

are more likely to pre-empt them and 

reach the goal. 

‘The exercise is also important 

because it gives everyone a voice. 

Some people dominate verbal 

communication, and there are things 

people are not willing to say openly. 

Introverts write a lot in these sessions. 

I ask the teams to write anonymously 

then I collect up the paper and read it 

out loud for them to discuss.’

Cultural challenges
In some markets, the concept of 

the pre-mortem has been slower to 

gain traction, although some of its 

characteristics are to be found in earlier 

management theory. Jeremy Hutchison-

Krupat, senior lecturer in operations and 

technology management at Cambridge 

University’s Judge Business School, says 

pre-mortems sound like a reframing of 

relatively old project management and 

continuous improvement tools. 

‘An example would be a tool known 

as FMEA [failure modes effects analysis], 

which mainly gained its fame in six 

sigma projects,’ he says. ‘An FMEA is 

aimed at doing exactly the sort of thing 

a pre-mortem seems to do. In other 

words, it asks managers to imagine what 

the failure modes could be, what the 

impact of these failures would be, what 

the potential causes of such a failure 

that a successful organisation will 

have an honest conversation about 

the what-ifs.

‘Then the response needs to be 

tailored to the risk. Some companies 

have created entire organisations to 

try and disrupt themselves. But this 

does not mean that this is the correct 

response for everyone. The fi rst step 

is to have an honest conversation 

regarding events or scenarios that could 

happen, which would have a signifi cant 

impact on the strategic objective of a 

project or initiative.’

In the meantime, something slightly 

akin to a pre-mortem is the concept of 

the living will that UK banks are required 

to put in place. These are plans that 

enable lenders to stipulate in advance 

how they would raise funds in a crisis 

and how their operations could be 

dismantled after a collapse.

Regulators imposed the plans to 

avoid a repeat of the chaotic events 

that unfolded in the fi nancial crisis – 

especially after investment bank Lehman 

Brothers collapsed in 2008. 

The fact that it was the regulator 

imposing the living will on banks 

rather than the institutions voluntarily 

undertaking the exercise suggests 

how culturally challenging any such 

approach can be. 

Predicting the demise of a company 

may seem an unpalatable prospect for 

management teams. But the rapidly 

changing environment, in which 

disruption can bring sudden existential 

threats, may see the pre-mortem 

becoming standard practice – especially 

if shareholders start demanding it as 

part of wider management practice. AB

Lawrie Holmes, journalist
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Analogue dinosaur
The accounting for intangibles is rooted in a pre-digital world, with valuations refl ecting 
neither the development costs nor expected value of tech assets. Adam Deller explains

Let’s go back to 1998. In many ways, 
the world wasn’t so very different from 
now. Many of the famous bands and 
celebrities 20 years ago are still in the 
public eye, and nostalgia has played its 
part in keeping many of these things 
front and centre. Yet in some ways, the 
world has changed enormously. 

In September 1998 the Diamond Rio 

PMP300 was launched. It may not be a 

product that immediately rings any bells 

for many people, but it was the fi rst 

subject to tweaks ever since, particularly 

with the introduction of new standards 

for consolidated fi nancial statements 

such as IFRS 3, Business Combinations, 

in 2004. While there have been minor 

adaptations, the core principles of 

IAS 38 remain the same, in particular its 

defi nition and recognition criteria.

The rules
According to IAS 38, an intangible asset 

is ‘an identifi able, non-monetary asset 

without physical substance’. Or, U Can’t 

commercially successful portable MP3 

player. It cost US$200 and could hold up 

to an hour of music. It’s fair to say the 

technology has moved on since then.

In the very same month, a far more 

exciting breakthrough was made, which 

I’m sure all readers are aware of. That’s 

right: IAS 38, Intangible Assets, was 

published. Doubtless, many readers will 

have celebrated the 20-year anniversary 

in style, so let’s take a time machine to 

back then. Imagine that we’re standing, 

in our shell suits, at the launch of the 

standard, with Britney Spears playing 

in the background. The surrounding 

computer screens run Windows 98 

and we dream of a brave new world, 

knowing that as technology develops, 

so will the accounting for it.

Only that hasn’t quite happened with 

the accounting for technological items. 

Most of the accounting for tech-based 

items falls under IAS 38, or IAS 16, 

Property, Plant and Equipment, which 

was fi rst issued in 1982. IAS 38 has been 

While there 
have been minor 

adaptations to 
IAS 38 since 1998, 
its core principles 
remain the same
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production quotas) do not get to the 

heart of the modern world of intangible 

items. As there is no market for unique 

items, this essentially prevents most 

technology businesses from recognising 

their assets at market value. 

In practice
The reality is that some of the largest 

entities in the world have a market 

capitalisation that far outweighs their 

balance sheet value. In itself, that is 

nothing new, but it does highlight the 

problem of how to recognise the assets 

of these entities. 

For example, at the time of writing, 

Alphabet, the parent company of 

Google, has a market capitalisation of 

US$714bn compared with total assets 

of just US$197bn on its statement of 

fi nancial position; recognised intangible 

assets make up less than US$3bn of 

that total. This is Google, a famous 

hub of innovation and development, 

at the very forefront of technology. 

Instinctively we know that the true value 

of the technology, the algorithms and 

the customer data is huge, which is 

what makes Google so valuable. Yet the 

accounting world struggles to fi nd an 

accurate way to capture that value.

Similarly, Airbnb has a vast network 

of home owners and contacts it has 

utilised to create its brand, but none of 

this will be recognised in the fi nancial 

statements. The hardware and servers 

will be recorded there, but there will be 

nothing on the intangible network itself, 

where the real value is generated.

This value often arises in consolidated 

fi nancial statements when a company 

is acquired. In these cases, it is 

recognised at fair value, as it then 

becomes part of the acquired assets 

of the subsidiary entity. The accepted 

wisdom is that its intangibles form part 

of the acquisition price, so a value is 

allocated to them at acquisition. This 

provides better information than simply 

Touch This, as the era’s great rapper, 

MC Hammer, put it in another context. 

Some of the items covered by IAS 38 

may have some physical substance, such 

as patents and trademarks with their 

physical legal document, but the words 

of the man who gave us ‘Hammer time!’ 
remain largely true.

A key part of the defi nition is the word 

‘identifi able’. The standard goes on to 

state that an asset is identifi able if it is 

separable (ie it can be sold separately 

from the underlying business itself) 

or arises from legal or contractual 

rights. If the item meets either of these 

conditions, then it is capitalised as a 

non-current asset.

From there we get into the 

measurement criteria. The asset is 

recognised initially at cost, and most 

intangible assets remain held under this 

model, as we will see. In one sense this 

helps preparers, as the use of the cost 

model is simple and straightforward, 

just amortising the cost over the asset’s 

expected useful life.

Safety first
While the cost model may be easy to 

apply, it is not necessarily a refl ection of 

the true value of the item, particularly 

in the modern business world. A 

company may capitalise costs in the 

development of a new technology, but 

the true value of the technology is likely 

to far outweigh the cost of the inputs in 

developing it to completion. There is a 

remedy to this in that IAS 38 states that 

entities can choose to hold intangible 

assets under the revaluation model.

At this point, everything sounds 

reasonable, and the framework seems 

perfectly adequate. The issue arises in 

that the application of the revaluation 

model is unlikely in practice, as IAS 38 

states that this can be done only with 

reference to an active market.

The standard itself recognises that 

an active market for intangible assets 

is rare, and even the examples it 

gives (fi shing licences, taxi licences, 

The accounting 
world struggles to 

find an accurate 
way to capture 

the vast value of 
the tech giants’ 

intangible assets
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This realistically results in costs 

only being eligible for capitalisation 

towards the end of the project. As a 

consequence, the value of the asset in 

the statement of financial position is not 

a reflection of either the costs incurred 

on the project nor the expected value to 

be derived from it. In short, it feels like 

the worst of both worlds.

The road ahead 
In a recent conference, Hans 

Hoogervorst, chairman of the 

International Accounting Standards 

Board (IASB), acknowledged that the 

standard-setter should consider looking 

at the accounting for intangible assets. 

We have a situation where it is widely 

acknowledged that a large amount of 

value in certain entities is not captured 

in statements of financial position. This 

state of affairs surely cannot continue.

The accounting rules for intangible 

assets have been stable for a long time, 

and they lead to sensible recording 

of items at cost. They are good at 

lowering the risk of vastly inflated asset 

values. These are very good reasons 

for keeping the status quo. However, in 

an age of innovation, where ideas and 

development underpin many of the 

largest elements of the global economy, 

it can all feel a bit safe and a bit dated. 

The IASB may not want to embark on 

another process of redrafting a major 

accounting standard, but if financial 

statements are going to continue to be 

the mainstay of financial reporting, it’s 

time for a rethink of this area. Otherwise 

we could be left with a set of analogue 

standards in a digital age. AB

Adam Deller is a financial reporting 

specialist and lecturer.

subsuming everything into goodwill, 

which is already the subject of scrutiny 

and concern over whether excessive 

amounts are being recognised, and 

more work is needed on impairment. 

The argument is that if a fair value can 

be assigned in the acquisition case, why 

can it not be assigned in an individual 

set of financial statements? This loops 

back to the revaluation question, and 

currently is where the discussion ends, 

as revaluation is not permitted.

Internally generated assets
A long held principle of IAS 38 is that 

the majority of internally generated 

intangible assets cannot be capitalised. 

Internally generated brands are 

often cited as the big example here, 

prohibiting entities from recognising 

items, due to their subjective and 

fluctuating nature. The fear that 

companies can manipulate their 

financial statements by recognising an 

inflated brand strength has brought 

us to a situation where almost no 

internally generated intangibles can be 

recognised. The big question is how 

long this can continue. 

We live in an information age, where 

innovation and ideas are rightly seen 

as the heart of many of the global 

businesses but cannot actually be 

recognised in the financial statements.

At this point, some readers may be 

screaming ‘research and development!’. 

And, of course, they would be right. 

Development costs for new projects can 

indeed be capitalised, but only when 

the capitalisation criteria are met. 

Some R&D criteria are easy to 

demonstrate – for example, identifying 

the expenditure on the project and 

demonstrating an intention and 

resources to complete the project. 

Other R&D criteria, though, are more 

difficult to capitalise, such as the project 

being technically feasible and having a 

probable economic benefit. 
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SA tax bundle
Amendments to tax and tax 

administration legislation have been 

proposed at South Africa’s parliament. 

They aim to resolve medical tax credit 

anomalies, amend debt restructuring 

rules, reform anti-avoidance rules on 

dividend-stripping, change the rules 

for debt-financed acquisitions of a 

controlling interest in companies, 

introduce new rules on the use of 

foreign trusts to avoid tax, scrap the 

requirement to submit returns about 

exempt or partially exempt dividends, 

and add new rules on correcting 

material errors in VAT tax invoices.South Africa’s parliament was expected to pass a Taxation Laws Amendment 
Bill and a Tax Administration Laws Amendment Bill in its final 2018 session.

Technical update
A monthly update of the latest developments in financial reporting, taxation 
and legislation from international regulators, the EU and elsewhere

IFRS 3, Business Combinations, to 

help companies determine whether 

the activities and assets they acquire 

represent a business or merely a group 

of assets. Under the amended standard, 

businesses will be identified through 

their provision of goods and services 

to customers rather than the dividends, 

lower costs or other economic benefits 

they provide to investors. Under IFRS 

Standards, an acquirer can recognise 

goodwill only when acquiring a business 

rather than a group of assets. IFRS-

compliant companies are required to 

apply the new definition for valuing 

acquisitions from 1 January 2020. 

Third-party advisory
The International Auditing and 

Assurance Standards Board (IAASB) 

is consulting on a draft revision 

to the related services standard 

ISRS 4400, Agreed-Upon Procedures 

European Union

VAT on syndicated loans
The European Union’s VAT committee 

has advised that syndicated bank 

loans should be treated as a single 

transaction under EU tax law (and 

therefore attract a single VAT liability) 

rather than as multiple and separately 

VAT-rated supplies of financial services. 

The committee also says that the work 

of credit agents should not be treated 

separately in VAT terms where the 

agents are supplying a loan alongside 

other banks in the syndicate, declaring 

that such financing represents a ‘single, 

indivisible economic supply which it 

would be artificial to split’. 

Namibia back in good books 
The EU has removed Namibia from 

its list of tax havens – or what it calls 

‘non-cooperative jurisdictions for 

tax purposes’ – after the southern 

African state scrapped a preferential 

tax regime for exporters. Namibia’s 

Export Processing Zone (EPZ) Act 

(which exempted eligible companies 

from corporate income tax, duties 

and VAT on machinery, equipment 

and raw materials imported for 

manufacturing purposes) has now been 

repealed. Under the act, beneficiary 

companies could set up anywhere 

in Namibia. An EU non-cooperative 

listing puts companies that take 

advantage of a proscribed tax regime 

at risk of additional auditing, non-

deductibility of business costs and 

tax withholding provisions.

International

Acquisition redefinition
The International Accounting Standards 

Board (IASB) has made changes to 
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Engagements, for third-party advisory 

engagements by independent auditors 

and accountants. Comments are invited 

by 15 March on clarifying how auditors 

and accountants should, among other 

things, apply professional judgment in 

such work, make disclosures about their 

independence, and employ experts. 

Standards kick in
IFRS 15, Revenue from Contracts, 

and IFRS 9, Financial Instruments, are 

effective for annual reporting periods 

beginning on or after 1 January 2018, 

while IFRS 16, Leases, is effective for 

annual periods beginning on or after 

1 January 2019, with early adoption 

of all three standards permitted. 

IFRS 16 requires a lessee, upon lease 

commencement, to recognise a right-of-

use asset and a lease liability (measured 

at the amount of the lease liability 

plus any initial direct costs or allowed 

Investments Commission (ASIC). Around 

2,200 Australian proprietary companies 

are expected to benefit, although they 

will still have to keep written financial 

records, and prepare or audit financial 

reports if directed to do so by ASIC or 

5% of shareholders. 

US collaboration accounting
The US Financial Accounting Standards 

Board (FASB) has released an update 

advising companies collaborating in a 

business venture on when and how to 

account for such activities separately 

in their books and when to incorporate 

them in their normal financial 

statements. The aim is to ensure that 

companies account for rewards from 

a collaborative arrangement using the 

same accounting methods, allowing for 

comparable results. AB

Compiled by Keith Nuthall, journalist

adjustments incurred by the lessee). 

Many businesses are highlighting the 

impact of the changes and making 

appropriate disclosures. Turn to page 54 

for an overview of IFRS 16 disclosures.

National

Aus SME thresholds double
The Australian government is to reduce 

the financial reporting burden for small 

and medium-sized businesses by raising 

the thresholds for financial reporting to: 

* A$50m (US$36m) in consolidated 

revenue (from A$25m)

* A$25m in consolidated gross assets 

(from A$12.5m)

* 100 or more employees (from 50).

As long as companies do not exceed 

more than one of these thresholds, they 

will not be required to lodge annual 

financial, directors’ and auditor’s reports 

with the Australian Securities and 
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Release the leases
As companies prepare to report under the new leases standard, Richard Martin 
looks at some of the disclosures that have been made to date

Of the 23 sampled companies, 

two have adopted early, but the rest 

reported they were still assessing the 

impact of the standard, or said very 

little or nothing at all. There was limited 

entity-specifi c information provided.

More assets and liabilities 
IFRS 16 says that an asset should be 

recognised representing the right of 

use (ROU) of the leased asset. This asset 

should be measured at the present 

(discounted) value of the obligation to 

pay the minimum lease payments at the 

start of the lease. The ROU asset is then 

depreciated in a similar way to owned 

property or equipment. 

Only fi ve of the 23 sampled companies 

made a disclosure about the scale of the 

assets and liabilities that will be added 

to the balance sheet. Of those, the 

proportions varied signifi cantly. A study 

by ratings agency Fitch looking just at 

early adopters found much the same – 

ranging from a 1% to 36% increase in 

liabilities as a result. 

But in the other companies there 

are clues. Under the existing standard 

there are disclosures of the lease 

commitments, and these have been 

used by many to estimate the ‘missing’ 

assets and liabilities. In some cases they 

would have been reasonably close. 

We should expect there to be major 

increases on both sides of the balance 

sheet to come. For example, Tesco has 

a commitment of over £11bn. The Fitch 

study estimates that the retail sector will 

be hit hardest, but that it would also be 

signifi cant for commodities/materials, 

transport/logistics and telecoms. Key 

performance indicators (KPIs) based on 

IFRS 16, Leases, is one of the three 
major standards that IFRS reporters are 
having to implement, but in some ways 
it is quite different from the rest. 

For a start, implementation of IFRS 9, 

Financial Instruments, and IFRS 15, 

Revenue, is underway, as they are 

mandatory from 2018 onwards. IFRS 16 

will be a year later, so most companies 

have not yet started to implement it, 

either in the annual accounts or their 

interims (although there have been 

some early adopters). 

Another difference with this standard 

compared to the other two is that the 

overall impact is clearer: most leases 

were previously off balance sheet but will 

now be included as assets and liabilities. 

ACCA looked at 23 companies 

in a range of different countries, 

sectors and sizes to assess the impact 

of adoption of IFRS 16. A clear 

understanding of the full impact is 

still some way off, but IFRS requires 

preparers to discuss standards not yet 

implemented and their likely effect, so 

we are already able to appreciate to 

some extent the effect of IFRS 16.

It is already clear 
that assets and 

liabilities will 
in many cases 

be significantly 
increased
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the first-time application of IFRS 16: 

companies may fully restate previous 

years’ figures or apply the modified 

version, meaning the track-record will 

not be fully comparable. As noted 

above, most companies gave few entity-

specific details, but eight of the 23 did 

indicate which they would be choosing. 

Only one (from the retail sector) of those 

eight has chosen the full restatement, 

and seven the modified (including all 

the telecoms entities in the sample).

Income statement issues
Although the balance sheet seems to be 

where the biggest changes are taking 

place, the key change in performance is 

that amounts will be restated between 

different components. Lease rentals 

currently shown as an operating 

expense will in future be divided 

between interest and depreciation. 

Again, KPIs using profits before 

interest and/or depreciation such as 

EBIT and EBITDA will be affected, and 

in our sample they are unsurprisingly 

widespread. EBITDA for Air France rose 

58% as a result of adoption of IFRS 16.

In addition to the changes in 

components, restating part of the cost 

of the lease as interest means there will 

be a degree of ‘front loading’ of the 

expense. Some companies are noting 

this to their investors, but there are few 

the balance sheet – such as returns on 

capital employed – will be restated.

Judgments and estimations
There are important areas of judgment 

in calculating the ROU asset and liability. 

One will be the choice of discount 

rates, where a percentage point or 

two can make a big difference. Fitch’s 

early-adopter study looked at disclosed 

discount rates, and these varied quite 

substantially, from 1% to 7%. IFRS 16 

offers a choice, and it seems likely 

that most will use estimates of their 

incremental borrowing rate rather than 

the rate implicit in the lease, as the 

lessee may not be privy to those. 

Another judgment area is the decision 

of whether to take into the calculation 

of the obligation extensions beyond the 

initial lease term. Under IFRS 16, this 

should be only where it is clear that the 

extension will be taken up. However, 

some telecoms companies were noting 

this as a significant matter. 

There are many policies to be 

determined and judgments to be 

applied by companies implementing 

the standard. The disclosures currently 

made sometimes flag these. For 

example, there are options to exclude 

‘small’ leases and leases of under a year, 

which are likely to be widely taken up. 

There is also significant choice in 

quantifications so far of any restatement 

of the bottom-line profit. Among the 

least informative, but not uncommon, 

statements is ‘no material impact 

expected on profits or on net assets’.

Other problems are noted such as 

leases in foreign currency, where the 

liability is restated as exchange rates vary 

but the asset and depreciation are not.

US GAAP retains the existing income 

statement presentation, meaning there 

will be a new divergence from IFRS, and 

some companies listed on the New York 

Stock Exchange are highlighting that.

More to come
Overall the standard of these preliminary 

disclosures is quite variable. Readers 

of the different accounts should have 

plenty of notice that IFRS 16 is coming 

and will mostly have been alerted to 

the general nature of the changes 

involved. Although some companies 

have made fuller disclosures, most have 

provided little in the way of quantified 

impacts at this stage. However, it is 

clear that assets and liabilities will in 

many cases be significantly increased 

and costs reallocated (albeit net profit 

not changed as much), with impacts 

on many KPIs. AB

Richard Martin is ACCA’s head of 

corporate reporting.
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Finance

2014
Joined BBC Media Action as deputy 

director of finance. Became director of 

finance and business services in 2017

2013
Finance manager, VSO

2011
Publishing editor and MD, 

Management Today, South Africa

2009
Finance manager, Chartered Insurance 

Institute

2005
Finance manager, Notting Hill 

Housing Trust 

1991
Finance manager, General Electric

CVi

Riding the waves
At the heart of the donor ecosystem that sustains BBC Media Action’s broadcasts is 
Alan de Sousa Caires FCCA, the development charity’s global director of finance 

business systems. It is also his job 

to ensure that BBC Media Action 

complies with the requirements of 

the Charity Commission, internal 

BBC corporate regulations, external 

donor requirements, the General Data 

Protection Regulation, plus local legal, 

tax and procurement obligations in all 

the countries in which it operates. 

Following the safeguarding 

issues in the charitable sector in 

the early part of last year, de Sousa 

Caires also has to carefully oversee 

safeguarding reporting.

‘I have had to go back over the past 

10 years to see if there are any issues 

to be dealt with, and I have put a 

reporting system in place,’ he explains.

Competing demands
The role is demanding. Typical activities 

include reviewing funding project 

proposals for donor organisations 

and assessing how they fit within the 

strategy, coaching staff and working 

closely with the other members 

of the executive team. ‘We have a 

very supportive CEO,’ he says. He 

also spends a lot of time with the IT 

people to make the workplace more 

efficient – an activity he describes as 

one of his passions.

However, the biggest issue, he says, 

is the funding environment and the 

changing demands of donors. 

‘Our turnover and budget this year 

is £34m across all our country offices, 

and 99% of our funding is restricted,’ 

he explains. ‘Though part of the BBC 

family, we are not funded by the TV 

licence fee.’ BCC Media Action gets 

a large percentage of its income from 

Alan de Sousa Caires FCCA has the 
kind of job that many accountants 
would love. Part of his role as director 
of finance and business services at 
BBC Media Action is to help drum 
up funding for BBC radio and TV 
programmes that reach 200 million 
people around the world a year. 

BBC Media Action is the international 

development charity arm of the 

broadcaster, which works with 

governments, NGOs, donors and other 

broadcasters across Asia, Africa and the 

Middle East. While BBC Media Action 

is legally, financially and operationally 

independent of the BBC, it upholds the 

organisation’s values and reputation. 

De Sousa Caires has five direct 

reports and oversees a total team 

of 20 at the organisation’s London 

headquarters. 

‘I’ve been in the not-for-profit sector 

for 15 years,’ he says. ‘It is so much 

more complex working in international 

development than in the commercial 

sector. There are so many different risks 

and moving parts. We have to make 

sure we are compliant in so many ways. 

That is why I love my job. We reach 

200 million people a year through 

our programmes.’

VSO prelude
De Sousa Caires joined BBC Media 

Action in 2014 as deputy director of 

finance, becoming director of finance 

and business services in 2017. Before 

that he had worked for Voluntary 

Service Overseas (VSO) in Papua New 

Guinea, in a capacity building role. 

‘The time I spent in Papua New 

Guinea was one of the reasons I sought 

out this job,’ he explains. ‘I really wanted 

to work in international development. 

My wife had been working for Farm 

Africa, which was supporting farmers 

in East Africa, and I could see how 

exciting her work was. Before VSO, we 

spent a couple of years in South Africa 

where I was running my father-in-law’s 

publishing business. After returning to 

the UK, I applied to BBC Media Action.’

As the senior financial executive 

at the organisation, he is not only 

responsible for management 

accounting, financial reporting and 

budgeting, but also for running the 
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on radio or TV. It might be a drama, 

a magazine show or a public service 

announcement.

In some countries, these programmes 

are broadcast via the BBC’s World 

Service; others go out on a local radio 

station. ‘In Nepal our programmes are 

distributed to remote radio stations by 

moped,’ he says. ‘We also broadcast in 

Nepal via Facebook. We have 1.8 million 

“likes”, which is incredible in a country 

with a population of just 29 million.’

De Sousa Caires believes his ACCA 

Qualifi cation has proved crucial to his 

career progression. ‘I left school at 16 

the big institutions, such as the UK 

and US governments, the EU and the 

Gates Foundation, which means it 

has to spend the money on agreed 

programmes. ‘For example, if Unicef is 

focusing on giving polio vaccinations 

in Nigeria, we would bid to be a part 

of that project. We take the money and 

create a specifi c radio programme to 

address the need – it’s about informing 

people so that they can decide if the 

vaccination is right for their child.’

They use research to consider what 

type of programme needs to be made, 

in what format, whether it should be 

not knowing what to do,’ he says. ‘I 

did the AAT training and qualifi cation, 

then it was natural to go on to one of 

the four main qualifi cations – I chose 

ACCA, as it provided the broadest 

range of training. Without that I 

wouldn’t have achieved the seniority 

or variety of roles. 

‘I value the time I still put into ACCA 

and other networking events, meeting 

people from other organisations. You 

can’t underestimate the value of sharing 

information and experience.’ AB

Paul Gosling, journalist

‘In Nepal our 
programmes 

are distributed 
to remote radio 

stations by 
moped’
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Over 5,000 finance and business leaders, policymakers 
and accountants from 130 countries attended the event.

ACCA’s vice president Mark Millar delivered one 
of the short ‘10Talks’.

The four-yearly WCOA 
event was held at 
the International 
Convention Centre in 
Sydney, Australia.

ACCA-hosted fringe events included one on the 
development of the accountancy profession in Rwanda. 

Convening Down Under
Accountants from around the world gathered at the World Congress of Accountants 
in Sydney, Australia, to discuss key issues affecting professional accountants

More than 150 speakers, 
including ACCA’s chief 
executive Helen Brand, 
shared their passion and 
their insights at the World 
Congress of Accountants 
(WCOA) in Sydney 
in November.

The theme of the event, 

which attracted more than 

5,000 delegates from 131 

countries, was Global 

Challenges: Global Leaders. 

Sessions included the 

ethics and applications of 

artificial intelligence, and 

how curiosity, creativity and 

collaboration are the keys to 

future success.

With a Quotients Quest 

competition and a range 

of short ‘10Talks’ on topical 

issues for professional 

accountants (which you 

can view on-demand 

at the Accounting for 

the Future conference – 

accaglobal.com/AFF2018), 

ACCA’s stand at WCOA was 

a hub of activity. 

The next WCOA, in 2022, 

will be in Mumbai, India. AB
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An expanded ACCA partnership with Vietnamese 
accountants’ body VACPA was announced at WCOA.

Hacker-turned-cybersecurity expert Keren Elazari 
addressed a session on data and digital currency risk.

Incoming IFAC president In-Ki Joo addressed 
the ACCA reception.

The member wall, created to celebrate ACCA’s 
200,000-member landmark, had its last outing at WCOA.

ACCA president Leo Lee hosted the ACCA reception, 
greeting members and guests from around the world.
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Resolution 2
To receive the report of the ballot for 
the election of members of Council
The scrutineer’s report and the 

number of votes received by each 

candidate in the ballot and the election 

of members to Council were reported 

as follows.

1. Susan Allan

2. Marta Rejman

3. Orla Collins

4. Ben Catlin

5. Cristina Gutu

6. Dato’ Lock Peng Kuan

7. Dinusha H Weerawardane

8. Kayode Yusuf

9. Teresa Pui SzeTso

10. Taiwo Oyedele

11. Daniel Chou

12. Japheth Katto

13. Amos Ng

14. Paul Chan Wan Siew

15. Brigitte Nangoyi Muyenga

16. Matt Dolphin

17. Joseph Opeyemi Owalabi

18. Dato’ Seri Raymond Liew

19. Shepherd Chimutanda

20. Aamer Allaudin

21. Edith Yembra

22. Akin Akinbode

23. Krishna Prasad Dahal

24. Thomas Mensah Abobi

25. David Kabika

26. Ravindran Balakrishnan

27. Jayapal Ramasamy

28. Emmanuel Kapizionis

29. Mubashir Dagia

30. Adrian Perera

31. Mohammad Nawaz

The president therefore declared the 

following members to be elected or 

re-elected to Council:

* Susan Allan

* Marta Rejman

* Orla Collins

* Ben Catlin

* Cristina Gutu

* Dato’ Lock Peng Kuan

* Dinusha H Weerawardane

5,573

5,107

3,944

3,770

3,569

3,459

3,289

2,987 

2,763

2,662

2,580

2,557

2,480

2,274

2,271

2,195

1,991

1,829

1,760

1,758

1,690

1,638

1,445

1,280

1,111

1,070

984 

982

970

926

814

Notice and the 
auditor’s report
The notice of meeting and 

the auditor’s report on the 

accounts for the period 

1 April 2017 to 31 March 2018 

were taken as read.

Minutes
It was agreed that the 

minutes of the AGM held 

on 30 November 2017 and 

update published in the 

January 2018 issue of AB 

should be taken as read and 

signed as correct.

Resolution 1
To receive and adopt the 
report of Council and the 
accounts for the period 1 
April 2017 to 31 March 2018

ACCA president Leo Lee 

gave his address and asked 

ACCA chief executive Helen 

Brand to give a presentation. 

He then invited questions 

and comments on the report 

and the accounts. The 

president called for a poll 

and declared the resolution 

carried, the votes being cast 

as follows:

For 10,286   Against 118 

Resolution 3
To re-appoint as auditor 
Grant Thornton UK LLP 
The president reported 

that Council recommended 

Grant Thornton UK be 

re-appointed as ACCA’s 

auditor. He then invited 

questions on Resolution 3. 

The president called 

for a poll and declared 

the resolution carried, 

with the votes being cast 

as follows: 

For 9,253   Against 1,149

The president thanked 

members for their attendance 

and participation in the AGM 

and voting process. 

  He declared the meeting 

closed at 2.20pm. AB

113th ACCA AGM
Minutes of the 113th ACCA AGM, held at the Adelphi, London, on 15 November 2018. 
ACCA president Leo Lee FCCA took the chair, and 65 members were present
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Council highlights
At the annual Council meeting on 15 November 2018, new Council members 
were welcomed and Robert Stenhouse was elected as ACCA’s new president

ACCA’s annual Council 
meeting took place on 
15 November 2018 at the 
Adelphi in London following 
ACCA’s 113th annual general 
meeting (AGM). 

Council elected ACCA’s 

officers for the coming year. 

ACCA’s new president is 

Robert Stenhouse, and he will 

be supported by Jenny Gu 

(deputy president) and Mark 

Millar (vice president).

Council welcomed four new 

members, whose election 

had been declared at the 

AGM: Ben Catlin, Cristina 

Gutu, Dato’ Lock Peng Kuan 

and Dinusha Weerawardane. 

Council also welcomed the 

three re-elected members: 

Susan Allan, Orla Collins and 

Marta Rejman. 

Council received a number 

of reports and took a number 

of other decisions at the 

meeting, including:

* approving Council’s 

standing orders for  

2018/19, in accordance 

with the bye-laws

* approving Council 

regulations for 2019

* electing three Council 

members to serve on the 

Nominating Committee 

in 2018/19, along with 

the officers

* appointing lay members 

to serve on the 

Regulatory Board for 

2018 and 2019 

* agreeing Council’s 

workplan and objectives 

for the year ahead

* noting a report from the 

Qualifications Board, 

including the ratification 

of the September 2018 

examination results

* receiving reports from 

the Market Oversight 

Committee and 

Resource Oversight 

Committee meetings 

held in September, 

and the Governance 

Design Committee, 

Remuneration 

Committee and Audit 

Committee meetings 

held in October

*   noting the standing 

committee annual reports 

for 2017/18.

Council’s next meeting 

will be held in London on 

16 March 2019. AB
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Rulebook changes
Changes in the ACCA Rulebook 2019 include the implementation of a restructured 
ACCA Code of Ethics and Conduct, and regulatory and disciplinary process clarifications

The ACCA Rulebook 
2019 incorporates the 
restructured IESBA 
International Code of 
Ethics for Professional 
Accountants (including 
International Independence 
Standards) within section A 
of the ACCA Code of Ethics 
and Conduct. 

Key revisions include 

enhancements to safeguards, 

long association of personnel 

with audits, professional 

accountants in business 

and pressure to breach the 

fundamental principles, 

and offering and accepting 

inducements. Other 

significant changes are 

outlined below.

Changes to the 

Membership Regulations 

have been made to reflect 

the Ethics and Professional 

Skills module, and to ensure 

compliance with the General 

Data Protection Regulation.

Changes to the Global 

Practising Regulations (GPRs) 

have been made to: 

* simplify the honorary 

reporting exemption 

provisions and 

enable members to 

undertake independent 

examinations for a charity 

whose gross income does 

not exceed £250,000

* remove the requirement 

to hold an ACCA 

practising certificate for 

South African members, 

although specific 

requirements regarding 

tax practitioners are 

retained in accordance 

with the requirements 

of the South African 

Revenue Service.

Other changes to the GPRs 

include clarification that trust 

or company services do not 

constitute public practice 

and do not give rise to the 

need to hold a practising 

certificate. 

However, trust 

or company 

service 

providers not 

supervised 

by ACCA for 

anti-money 

laundering are 

required to 

register with 

HMRC.

Sometimes 

the Rulebook 

is amended for greater 

transparency, consistency 

and clarity, and to allow 

enhancements to regulatory 

and disciplinary processes, 

or to reflect changes in 

legislation. In 2019, such 

changes include:

* new provisions relating 

to the service of notices 

and documents, 

including emails

* referring to notices 

or documents being 

‘served’, rather than 

‘received’

* extending the period 

for notification and 

submission of documents 

for the relevant person to 

21 days.

Other practical changes are:

* removing from the 

Complaints and 

Disciplinary Regulations 

the requirement to have 

a differently constituted 

Health Committee 

where the Disciplinary 

Committee orders referral 

to a health hearing

* where an application 

to appeal has been 

refused by the chairman, 

removing the person’s 

right to request that 

their application be 

considered by an Appeal 

Committee; instead, 

permission to appeal 

may be considered by a 

second chairman

* allowing concessions 

to be made by the 

respondent at any 

time during the 

appeal process

* permitting the 

relevant person (as 

well as other parties) 

to request their 

fitness to participate 

in the proceedings 

be considered by the 

Health Committee.

Clarifications to the 

Authorisation Regulations 

include:

* making the consideration 

of applications by a 

chairman alone on the 

papers the norm

* bringing together all the 

publicity requirements, 

and requiring post-

hearing publicity (with 

reasons), subject to a 

hearing (or part of a 

hearing) being held 

in private

* an improved explanation 

of the limited 

circumstances in which 

a regulatory assessor’s 

decision would not 

be published

* adding the requirements 

of the Statutory Auditors 

and Third Country 

Auditors Regulations 

2016 with regard to 

sanctions and orders.

More details are available at 

accaglobal.com/rulebook. AB

Sometimes the 
ACCA Rulebook 

is amended 
for greater 

transparency, 
consistency  
and clarity
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Competition criteria 
The competition opens with entries in January. In February, 

teams download a Strategic Business Leadership case study, 

which they analyse and then produce a report. The best five 

or six schools or universities are invited to the Johannesburg 

Stock Exchange to present their solutions to an international 

panel of judges. 

The 2018 CFO competition version started with over 450 

teams from 75 universities, 42 countries and six continents, and 

came down to six semi-finalists, from Canada, China, Germany, 

Nigeria and South Africa. The junior version started with 

over 400 teams from 120 schools across 16 African countries, 

producing six semi-finalists, from Ghana, Namibia, South 

Africa, Zambia and Zimbabwe. 

ACCA members, staff and guests attended the case study 
competition ceremony, along with students, teachers, 
finance professionals, policymakers and business leaders.

Strategy in the spotlight
ACCA South Africa celebrated the annual CFO Case Study competition, which 
prepares future generations of global business leaders

ACCA South Africa 
celebrated the annual CFO 
Case Study competition in 
partnership with learning 
provider CharterQuest 
Institute, in October.

The challenge – to 

compete against one 

another in doing ACCA’s 

Strategic Business Leader 

(SBL) case study – targets 

high schools and universities 

around the world. The case 

study requires students 

to solve a set of complex 

and integrated finance, 

operational, strategic and 

ethical problems set in a 

real-world global business in 

emerging markets. 

The aim of SBL is to 

prepare future generations 

of CFOs and global business 

leaders. The case study 

highlights the importance of 

entrepreneurial and business 

acumen, teamwork, and 

analytical, critical, creative 

and strategic thinking, and 

helps students hone their 

problem-solving skills in a 

multinational context.

Last year’s competition, 

the third of its kind, was 

celebrated at an awards 

ceremony at South Africa’s 

Finance Indaba Africa 

Expo, and was attended by 

students, teachers, finance 

professionals, education 

policymakers and business 

leaders. It was televised 

across Africa and streamed 

live on social media, and has 

been dubbed ‘idols in the 

education space’. 

This year, the ceremony 

included speeches from 

ACCA South Africa and chief 

judges. The prizewinners of 

the global competition were 

Team UKZN from University of 

Kwa-Zulu Natal (South Africa). 

The junior competition 

winners were Crawford 

College – Sandton, also in 

South Africa. Congratulations 

to all involved. AB
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Former ACCA Council member Japheth Katto FCCA gives 
the CFO of the Year award to Samuel Mwogeza, CFO at 
Stanbic Bank, who also won the Strategy Execution award.

Head of ACCA Mauritius Madhavi Ramdin-Clark offers 
a recognition certificate to Keshav Rao China-Appadu, 
global prizewinner for advanced financial management.

Awards in abundance
In Uganda and Mauritius, ACCA and its partners hosted awards ceremonies to 
celebrate the achievements of prizewinning CFOs and top exam performers

Uganda

CFO awards
ACCA Uganda, in 

partnership with Deloitte 

Uganda, hosted the 2018 

Uganda CFO awards in 

October. The event – a 

gala dinner held at the 

Kampala Serena Hotel – had 

the theme ‘Finance in the 

digital world’, and brought 

together more than 200 

guests. The awards aim to 

raise the profile of CFOs, 

recognise the role of the 

finance function and create 

a platform on which to share 

best practice.

The winners of the awards 

included Cerinah Nalwoga, 

CFO of Milimo Technologies 

(SME award); Godfrey 

Byekwaso FCCA, CFO at 

Centenary Bank (finance 

transformation award); 

Michael Segwaya FCCA, 

CFO at Barclays (finance and 

technology award); Susan 

Shereni FCCA, head of 

finance and administration 

at the Institute of Infectious 

Diseases (not-for-profit 

award); Allan Musoke 

Kyambadde FCCA, CFO at 

UAP Old Mutual insurance 

(young CFO award); Samuel 

Fredrick Mwogeza FCCA, 

CFO at Stanbic Bank 

(strategy execution award 

and overall CFO of the year 

award).

Mauritius

Prizewinners
ACCA Mauritius organised a 

celebration of prizewinners 

in individual exam papers 

and top affiliates who 

ranked first, second and 

third at national level for the 

September 2017, December 

2017, March 2018 and June 

2018 exam sittings. Two 

global prizewinners for the 

December 2017 exam sitting 

were also celebrated.

The event, held in October 

and sponsored by gold 

approved learning partner 

Elite Business School (which 

only found out about 

its approval during the 

ceremony), featured guest 

speaker Julien Tyack FCCA, 

associate director at PwC 

Mauritius. He recounted 

his career path, including 

starting his ACCA journey 

in 1998 and becoming the 

youngest associate director 

for PwC Mauritius in 2015. 

Over 200 people attended 

the celebration, including 

the top performers and their 

families, tuition providers, 

university partners, 

employers and the media. AB
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More information

See ACCA’s emotional intelligence video and measure your 
emotional quotient at accaglobal.com/EQ
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ACCA’s Quotients Quest challenge at the World Congress 
of Accountants proved a big hit with delegates.

Global launchpad
The World Congress of Accountants’ 5,000-plus attendees were 
the ideal audience for ACCA’s latest research and partnerships

ACCA made a splash at 
the World Congress of 
Accountants in Sydney in 
November, showcasing 
cutting-edge research 
and announcing new 
partnership agreements. 

Chief executive Helen 

Brand was among those 

taking centre stage at the 

event. At a panel session 

on ways of working in the 

digital age, she talked about 

the changing skills mix that 

professional accountants 

will need and highlighted 

new research from ACCA on 

emotional intelligence for 

finance professionals. 

‘Our latest research report 

explores what is meant by 

the emotional intelligence 

quotient in the digital 

context and how professional 

accountants can best nurture 

it,’ she said.

Emotional intelligence is 

one of seven key professional 

quotients that ACCA 

research has identified as 

vital for accountants. ‘These 

cover areas that have long 

been associated with the 

professional accountant, such 

as technical skills and ethics, 

and the ability to acquire 

and use knowledge through 

thinking, reasoning and 

solving problems,’ Brand said.

ACCA also announced the 

signing of two significant 

partnership agreements 

during the event – one with 

business and accounting 

software specialist Xero, and 

the other with the Vietnam 

Association of Certified 

Public Accountants (VACPA).

 The Xero agreement 

highlights the importance of 

the cloud-based economy to 

the accountancy profession. 

It builds on ACCA’s existing 

strong relationship with Xero 

in the UK, Singapore and 

Australia, and will support 

members, particularly those 

in small and medium-sized 

practices, in preparing for 

the digital advances ahead.

ACCA and VACPA 

originally signed an 

agreement in 2005, which 

is updated every five years. 

The new agreement cements 

the relationship further, with 

a commitment to support 

the development of the 

accountancy profession 

in Vietnam. AB
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New year, new challenges
Is your business ready?

New year’s resolution? Now is the 
perfect time to take a moment and 
assess just how ready your business 
is for the year ahead.

Technology, the global economy, 
politics, legislation, cyber security, 
risk, climate – all of these factors 
are forcing reappraisal of business 
processes, people and services. The 
fi nance and accounting function 
sits at the very centre of these 
transformative challenges, and how it 
adapts to them will be critical.

At ACCA, we have always looked 
ahead to anticipate change and 
understand its impact on business, 
fi nance and accountancy. Now we 
are starting to work in partnership 
with businesses around the world 
to support them in preparing for 
that change.

We have looked at 10 major drivers 
of change and asked members 
and employers to explore just how 
ready their businesses are to cope 
with them.

Use our interactive tool to assess your 
readiness for the challenges below:

• blockchain and its impact
on audit

• the great AI takeover

• the new skills gap

• the rising importance of ethics

• China’s Belt & Road initiative

• the impending talent crisis

• coping with unmet 
training needs

• cross-border business and a
global economy

2019 heralds another 12 months in which change 
will only accelerate. The speed of change and 
the impact it’s having on how businesses operate 
are increasing. 

MARKETING P3

accaglobal.com/readiness

Pick a number...
To help you assess your readiness to any 
of the 10 key drivers of change, we have 
analysed key indicators of preparedness – 
just pick a number 0-100% and see if your 
organisation matches up.

• 0% ready – totally unprepared? 
Don’t worry, others are too. We show 
you what to do fi rst.

• 50% ready – half way there? 
What else should you be thinking 
about and doing to get ahead?

• 100% ready – really? How about 
sharing some of your wisdom with the 
rest of the ACCA member network?

50% 75% 100%25%0%

www.accaglobal.com/readiness

Is your business ready?
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Let there be light
CFO Josephine Ossiya on engineering a 
brighter future for Uganda’s Bujagali Energy

World Congress 2018
Experts convene to discuss hot 
topics impacting the profession

Digital watch
Africa is ready for the digital 
economy, but is its infrastructure? 

Leading the way
Accountants must be the champions 
of the UN’s sustainability goals
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Is your business
ready?

Yes Maybe No

Register at 
accaglobal.com/AFF2018

Accounting for 
the Future virtual 
conference
Catch up on ACCA’s annual virtual 
global conference. You can watch 
the sessions on-demand and gain 
CPD units while staying ahead 
of the curve on issues affecting 
finance professionals.
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